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ABSTRACT
This study program was undertaken by the Goodyear Aerospace Corporation (GAC) for
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) to advance the current
state of the art in the field of wlde-angle optical systems used to generate vis-
ual displays for manned space flight simulation. Specific geals of the pregram
were to survey the present state of the art and to provide specifications and de-
sign criteria for an optical system which will s (I) maximise depth of field
viewed by the system; (2) maximize angular field of the system and hold it con-
r
stant under all operating conditions; (3) minimize the working distance of the
optical system entrance pupil from the viewed surface (model); and (4) be movable
under computer control relative to a viewed surface in such a manner as to provide
a continuous view which will be analogous to that seen from a vehicle undergoing
six-degree-of-freedom maneuvers.
The information herein doc_aented constitutes the final technical report provided
for in the contract, covering the entire contract period 29 December 1964 to 29
June 1965. Previous to this a series of five monthly progress reports was sub-
mitted covering activity through the month of May 1965.
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The following terms and symbols, many of which are commonly used in various other
areas of the aerospace industrY , are specifically defined here for the sake of
minimizing possible ambiguity and to introduce the reader to current visual simnla-
tion terminology as used herein.
nadir - A point on the ground directly below (or coincident with)
the instantaneous look point bein_ simulate_l.
look point - The point of vantage of an observer located in three-dimen-
sional space whose visual field of view is to be simulated.
Equivalent to the entrsnce pupil point, front nodal poin%
or exterior center of perspective of an optical system.
center of - The point through which a perspective (somt_nes called
perspective
geometric) projection is taken.
entrance - _he plane of the look point of an optical system, generally
pupil plane
normal to the optical axis. Entrance pupil size determines
I
the amount of incident light which the optical system will
accept from an_ object point. The intersection of the
optical system axis and the entrance pupil plane is the
entrance pupil point.
field angle (OC). The angular field of view (or energy acceptance) of an
optical system, subtended at the entrance pupil point and
determined by the relative sizes and locations of other
elements of the optical system.
viii
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exit pupil -
plsne
optical system -
amrtureCd) -
f/llOe -
T/no • -
Corresponds to the entrance pupil plane except that it
determines the amount and angul_ field of energy delivered
by _e optical system (to the image). The exlt pupil point
is at the intersection of the exit pupil plane and the
optical axis.
An arrangement of transmissive and/or reflective elements
use_ to transfora, via electromagnetic energy, a two or
three-di_ensional arra_ of information into image of that
information. The resulting image may constitate either
a planar or non-planar surface, depending on the optical
system. The emrgy spectrum involwd is generally thought
of as being the visible spectrum, although this is not a
firm criterion.
The entrance pupil of an optical system. Its size (gen-
erally a diameter) determines the magnitude of the solid
co_e subtended at an object (information) point within
which energy emanating from that point will be accepted
by the optical system.
The relative aperture of an optical system. Equal to the
ratio of the system effective focal length to its entrance
pupil diameter.
The ratio of an optical system f/no. %o the square root of
its transmittance (%), the latter being a number equal %o
or less than unity.
ix
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vertical datum -
course -
track -
rollC_)-
ya. }-
optical axis -
An imaginary plane used as a reference in measuring the
vertical locations of points on a three-dimensional terrain
i
i
model. In practice the term may denote a surface (i.e.,
spherical) where relatively small scales are used.
f
pr o a icverticalorpla tricprojectionofthe
tended path of a vehicle within a three-dimensional system
of coordinates.
The planimetric projection of the actual vehicle path.
The direction of the planinetric projection of the longi-
tudinal vehicle axis with respect to an angular reference
in the vertical datum or a plane parallel to it.
I
Angular motion of a vehicle about i s center of gravit_
I
measured in a plane normal to its lateral axis.
i
Angular motion about a vehicle cen_r of gravity measured
in a plane which is normal to its longitudinal axis.
Angular motion about a vehicle center of gravit_ measured
in a plane which is parallel to the lateral and longitudinal
axes,
General_y an imaginary straight line passing through the
centers of curvature of all elements of an optical System.
A practical system may have its optical axis folded (bent)
at discrete points within the system.
x
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translation -
c_t_e-
contour -
contour level -
elevation -
alti de(h)-
model -
topographic map -
planimetric -
relief -
Linear motion of a vehicle center of gravity along one or
more of the three axes of a spatial coordinate system. One
suc_ axis is generally considered altitude _ile the other
two define motion in a plane parallel to thQ datu_ plane6
Man, made structures or their depiction on a map, chart or
three-dimens ional terrain model.
A line Joining points of equal elevation of terrain features.
Usually presented as a planimetric projection of such lines.
The distance above vertical datum of a contour. _ .
The distance above vertical datum to a given terrain point
or point on a cultural feature.
The distance above some vertical datum to an airborne ve-
hicle. Datum may be mean sea level or a single or average
terrain elevation level.
Replica at some scale of a physical entity. For visual
simulation this entity is generally some type of terrain
surface or a separate object or objects such as other
ve_icles.
A map which depicts, i_ two-dimensions, both planimetric.
and relle_ information.
_he vertical proJectio_ Qf terrain and cultural info_ma-
tion;_ on a _ or char%.
Terrain information describable in three dimensions.
xl
distortion -
aberrations -
look angle(6)-
depression -
angle (_)
optical pickup -
Any variation from the classic definition of a distortion-
less image as one which is generated by a perspective pro-
Jection, in which straight lines from object points are
extended through the center of perspective to intersect an
image plane which is normal to a central line of the angu-
lar projection field. Distortion is defined as a per-
centage of radial distance error in the image plane msasured
from its intersection with the central line. A key connota-
tion of this definition, from the point of view of visual
simulation, implies that imagery thus generated is (ulti-
mately) viewed along an axis which is normal to the image
plane at the central line intersection.
Variations in the performance of an optical system as com-
pared to the ideal or reference (perspective projection)
performance implicit in a system of infinitesimal aperture.
i
Vertical angle at the look point between an object point
and the local horizontal.
p
Vertical angle subtended at the look point between the
optical axis and the local horizontal. Equivalent to
optical-pickup pitch angle.
Any of a group of devices utilizing an optical system to
transform information contained on three-dimensional terrain
(or other) models into one or more images which may be there-
after transferred to a display system providing a full scale
(angular) reconstruction of the system field of view.
xil
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unprogrmnmed system - A visual simulation system _hich can simulate look
points anywhere within the spatial volume from which the
actual vehicle could be expected to view the particular
set of object information stored by the simulator.
circle of con- Size of the smallest image detail which %he optical pickup
fusion (c ) '_
is _equired to provide _
depth of field - That portion of object space within which an optical pickup
will provide image information at no smaller a scale than
that specified by the circle of confusion size. Near depth
of field (DN) is the loci of the nearest limits of this
object space. Far depth of field (DF) is the loci of the
furthest limits of this space. Both near and far limits
may be considered as measured from the entrance pupil
point radially outward.
effective focal The focal length of an optical pickup considered as a
length (F) -
whole. It results from the locations and focal lengths
of individual optical elements of the system.
slant range (Ra)- Distance from the entrance pupil point directly to an
object point.
ground range (Rg)- Planimetric projection of the distance from the nadir
point to an object point.
xiii
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magnification (m) -A measure of the ratio of image size to object size of an
optical system.
object dis- Distance along the optical axis from the entrance pupil
 ance(s)
point to a selected point in the object space for which the
system is focussed. If the object is a plane, its inter-
section with the optical axis is generally used. When the
object is three-dimensional the selected point must re-
flect the desired depth of field.
image dlstance(s' )-Distance along the optical axis from the exl% pupil point
to The intersection of the optical axis and image surface.
hyperfocal A calculated object distance governing the depth of field
distance (H) -
of an optical system. Depth of field is generally ccn-
sidqred to extend from one half of the hyperfocal distance
out to infinity. In visual simulation, where bbJect dis-
tanc_s can become very small, this relation n° longer holds--
the near depth of field can never be less than half the ob-
ject distance for which the system is focussed, if the far
depth of field is to remain infinite.
illumination (E)- The amount of light energy incident on a surface or point.
brightness (B)- The amount of light energy emanating from a surface or
point.
xiv
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working distance - The minimum distance (a slant range) betveen the system
entrance pupil point and a point of object information.
The _tter point need not be within the optical pickup
fiel_d of view. The dlm_nsion therefore has both optical
and mechaniclal significance.
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SECTION I - INTaODUCTION
C_NERAL
In the last decade unprograuaed real time Visual simulation has received in-
creasing attention from all areas of the aerospace industry including govern-
ment agencies_ airframe and systems manufacturers and the airlines. This has
come about by virtue of two primary factors8 (I) the need for completely
realistic, safe and relatively inexpensive crew training in complex vehicle
systems; and (2) a burgeoning requirement for dynamic systems research simu-
lators which are capable of completely closing the man-machine loop. This
interest in turn has led to visual devices of varying sophistication tO
satisfy specific system requirements. A significant general advance was
made recently with the introduction of reflective virtual image display sys-
tems which are inherently capable of providing wide angle scenes having high
contrast and detail.
_J
o
t_
e_
Unfortunately, image generation systems and data links used to provide inputs
to such displays have heretofore been hampered by one or more limiting char-
acteristics such as resolution, field of view, depth of field and the like.
Certain techniques, while strong in one or two of these characteristics have
been quite inadequate as regards the remainder. Experience has shown that
certain of these characteristics must be optimized in a visual display if
adequate overall simulation effectiveness is to be attained.
-i-
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@ VISUAL SIMULATION IMAGE C_ENERATION METHOI_
Truly rea_tic unprogrammed systems in general use..my be. categorized with
respect to their basic informat$on-extraction technique, which _my fall into
one of thre_ categorie s.
(I) Optical pickups used w_th terrain (or other) model data storage
(2) Flying spot scanners _ed with planimetric data storage
(3) Point Source devices used with planimetric data storage
Of the three the first 0fferp the greatest amount of optimization at the
present time. The storage mpdium describes in great detail all three di-
mensions of object space; high quality displays may be realized through
employment of high resolution television links; and the pickup can generally
be made to simulate the angular and linear degrees of vehicle freedom re-
quired. Flying spo_ scanners are basically limited to two-dimensions of
object spac_ - object height information, if any, is separately generated.
Resolution _nd simulation dynamic range are restricted. The point source
technique h_s the same disadvantages in varying degree except that height
information is simulable to a limited extent.
Recent examples of optical pickups used in landing simulators are highly
sophisticated in that they are capable of accurately performing down to a few
feet of real world object distance while providing fairly large fields of view
and imagery of usable quality. However, terrain model scales employed are
large in order to _rmit the relatively great working distances necessary to
attain reasonable optical depths of field while still maintaining practicable
ill_mination requirements. This model scale requirement has in turn greatly
--2--
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restricted the vehicle _perating space available within any one model and
also the maximum ground range visible from a_ simulated altitude.
J
Because of the many inherent virtues of optlcal-pickup visual systems this
_J
study program was sponsored by the NASA to investigate and improve perfor-
mnce in the above critical areas.
6
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o PROGRAM IESCRIPTION
A NASA-GAC _roJect Orientation Meeting vas held at Marshall 8pace Flight Center,
Huntsville, Alabama on 29 December 196_. This meeting_ a prerequisite to the
initiation of contractor effort, was held for the purpose of discvssing the
technical problems and further defining the aims and objects of the program.
NASA personnel emphasized that effort was to concentrate on optical plek_p|
per seTas defined elsewhere in this report. They explained that the subject
study is a part of the program of the NASA Working Panel on Visual Simulation
Technology and that its results will be of interest to personnel in all NASA
Centers represented on the panel.
The study program was performed over a six-month period. Potential son rces
of information in government and industry were queried by form letter. A
literature search for information relating to wide angle optical systems and
pertinent subsidiary components and subsystems was performed. Basic types
of optical Systems design were studied to determine their advantages and dis-
advantages in regard to the intended application.
-3-
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The major result of the program is the report herein documented, _hich cites
results of the survey and presents detailed specifications for advanced
optical pickup syst?ms together with design information pertaining to recom-
mended technical approaches.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM_NDATIONS
The most highly developed optical pickup devices are those with an approximate
field of view of 60 degrees. This evaluation is offered on the basis of best
overall system performance characteristics. Wider angle systems have been
manufactured and are being used but the value of these systems is not con-
sidered as good in terms of overall systems perfomance.
A
ii
The single-objectlve oblique optics system described herein is considered %he
_ best practical approach for immediately i_proving the performance of optical
pickup systems with regard to angular field, depth of field and minimum working
distance. These impro_ments will have negligible effect on the ability of
the pickup to simulate the desired six degrees of maneuvering freedom (in
terms of typical system motion requirements) for angular fields up to very near
the limit of the wide angle field range (120 degrees),_ This system can be
used with any standard television system link and thereafter displayed: either
on a television monitor or, by projection, in a more sophisticated fashion
y
such as the previously-mentioned wide angle virtual image system. It would
have almost universal application to existing optical pickup-type simulators,
thereby vastly improving their overall capabilities while in some cases re-
ducing present complexity and cost of operation.
I I I III I I IIIIl|li I I IIII I I
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It is recommended that the present program be continued with emphasis in the
following areas:
a. A firm design will be generated for a fully-articulated single-objective
system having the characteristics described in this report (llO-degree
field, infinite depth of field and 50-60 rail minimum working distance).
Empirical investigations will be conducted using a functional breadboard
model of a _stea having a scale-down optical performance and manual
control of the mechanical servo modes. A moderately-high resolution
television system will be employed for a preliminary subjective evaluation
of system performance quality. Incorporation of a color television qs-
tea capability will be studied.
b. Fabrication and comprehensive evaluation of one or more prototype units
to the above design will be done using existing visual simulation equip-
ment having appropriately-scaled models (i.e., on the order of I:i0,000
or smaller) and a high resolution (1200 lines) television system.
c. Perform an analysis and firm design of a multiple-objective oblique optics
system embodying a 150-degree or greater field of view, infinite depth
of field, m_,m working distance and a high resolution color television
system.
d. Investigate ultra-wlde angle single-objective type pickup devices employing
both refractive and catadioptric systems. The major areas to be investi-
gated are.. motion simulation systems, and means of r_nploying multiple
pickup tubes for high system resolution. The highly-distorted images pro-
duced by these ultra-wide angle single-objective type pickups will also
require study of displ_y means. More particularly, it is recommended that
these display means should reflect the use of virtual image display detlces_
oER-121o3
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SECTION IX - STATE OF THE ART SURVEY
le GFaERAL
The state of the art survey was starte_ immediately after the initial coordi-
nation meeting at MSFC. Readily available in-house literature was reviewed,
as was general knowledge of GAC vismal simulation personnel. The program
scope was outlined by defining specific areas of primary investigation
(Appendix A) dealing with optical systems, closed circuit television and
servo-mechanisms. Subsequent computer, in-house and patent search activity
was concentrated in these areas.
U
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The overall survey was quite .successful in terms of volume. However the amount
t
of truly new information obtained was insignificant. For this reason the number
of individual literature items referenced in the appendices has been kept to •
minimum to avoid redundancy.. It is believed that the data herein documented is
an accurate reflection of the current state of the art as regards wide angle
optical pickups and associated television equipment for non-programmed visual
simulation. Appendix D lists computer and in-house search references.
Appendix E lists related patents.
SURVEY LETTER
A list was prepared of various organizations known to have developed, or be
developing, wide angle optical systems for visual simulation. To this listing
were added sources known to have experience and/or interest in real time visual
simulation system in general plus sources which might be expected to have
developments which could be used even though not expressly intended for such
application. The last category covers manufacturers of electronic image
-6-
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conversion, amplification and display devices or components. A form letter
(Appendix B) was prepared and copies mailed to those on the above list.
A total of sixty-six organizations received copies of the survey letter.
Responses to date amount to 22, or 33%. These responses include one in
January, twelve in February, eight in March, and one in June.
II I
The rate of responses was generally very low, so that some questions arose as to
whether or not a total return could be expected within the period of the
contract. Unfortunately, some of the more prominent organizations in the
visual simulation field either did not respond at all, or indicated no
interest or no available data. It should be noted that GAC, under another
program, conducted a similar survey during the latter part of 1964, and that
the resulting information is directly applicable to this study - particularly
in the area of television systems.
.
LITERATURE SEARCH
a. Computer Controlled
The computer controlled library of the Defense Documentation C_enter (DDC),
the A_erospace Research APPlications Center (ARAC) and GAC were enlisted
to conduct a comprehensive survey of available pertinent literature.
In all three instances descriptors were selected to encompass a significant-
ly large number of possibilities related to visual simulation. GAC library
personnel assisted team members in this effort.
to a minimum number, copies of which were then
detail.
Returns were narrowed down
obtained for examination in
Gin-12103 S/4
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A total of 187 references was obtained via the computer-controlled searches.
l
The DDC and ARAC searches yielded abstracts while the GAC search resulte_
in titles only.
The most productive efforts were _he ARAC and GAC searches. The DDC
search, while providing a significant volume of references, failed to turn
up much that is pertinent to the program. It should be kept in mind that
i
much of the computer-source material is described only by title so that
potential value is sometimes difficult to assess. In those cases where it
was felt that a potential did exist however, the reference was ordered.
b. General In-house
This source included the Engineering Index, technical Journals, and trade
magazines, GAC's files and miscellaneous articles and papers located
either in the engineering library or through references contained in other
literature.
_N
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The bulk of search material was obtained via this effort. The survey team
already had in its own files information on many visual simulators.
Patents
The patent search occurred in three stages. An initial review of the
available patent material was made first, to define what specific areas
were yet to be covered. A formal search was then conducted for applicable
patents by known contributors. Finally, additional patents were sought
when encountered in the literature.
-8-
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TRAVEL TASK
Travel was reduced by about 5_ from the original forecast. This was due
primarily to a dearth of new systems or technology revealed by the survey.
The following organizations were visited during the week of 21 J_ue, 196_:
Scanoptic, Incorporated
J
Photomechanisms, Incorporated
F. B. MacLaren & Company, Incorporated
FarrandOptical Company, Incorporated
United States Naval Training Devices Center
Marquardt Corporation- Pomona Division
Pacific Optical C_rporation
i
Tinsley Laboratories, Incorporated
The above eight organizations were visited_n order to gain information in
greater detail than had previously been obtained through correspondence,
and to discuss with potential sappliers some critical aspects of the design
i
ca_i_eriapresented in Section IV of this report. Of the eight, all but the
I
last two were visSted in reference to existing a_d/or pending optical pickup
systems contracts. The remaining two are leading suppliers of visual simulation
system optical components. Appendix L describes data inputs of these
contributors.
Nonday, 21 June
Visited a team consisting of Scanoptic, Photomeohanisms. and F. B. MacLaren.
Scanoptic is a small concern whose main interest is optics. Photomechanisms
and F. B. MacLaren design the electro-mechanical portions of their pickups.
The Scanoptio pickup is one such effort developed about 1950, and since
-9-
improved upon with the addition of two more models.
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The aurrentmaximumhas a
98-degree field. A 106-degree _field is considered possible with the same basic
system. Quite a few of these systems have been manufactured for use in various
simulators.
o
L
In response to qne_tion_ on optical pickup servo performance capabilities,
their personnel indicated that actual performance is better than their
previously-subaitted data shoot, and that they would forward these data to
GAG. They also indicated that they believe the primary limiting factor to be
the gear trains used in the drive linkages.
Taesda_, 22 June
(l)
(2)
Visited Farrand Optical Cc_y. This company has exploited the
spherical-mlrror concept for wide angle virtual image simulation displays
and has since produced quite a number of these systems. Their response
to the survey letter described general performance parameters of a wide
angle, dual-channel optical pickup which they were not willing to detail.
Through a misunderstanding GAC team members had expected to be able to
see some of the equipment; this, however, was not the case. Their
personnel indicated that the details of their pickup system are already
in the possession of the NASA.
Visited Naval Training Devices Center (NTDC). This visit was planned on
a tentative basis only, since team members did not know how much of the
day was to be spent at Farrand.
NTDC personnel said that their overall in-houseeffort is directed at
coming up with a satisfactory display for visual simulation but that they
-10-
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were investigating the entire visual system spectrum to achieve th_s. They
cited some 60-degree optical pickups that they obtained and are evaluating.
NTDC has obtained a wide angle system that utilizes a single wide angle lens
together with three television cameras for pickup, and a similar f/1.0
projection configuration for a display on an aluminum-painted hemispherical
screen. The system, used as a ship-docking simulator, operates with an
HOscale model and provides a !53-by-60-degree field at 4 _oot lam_erts
screen brightness. Simulated visual range is from 15 to 2000 feet. We
were unable to view this device at this time.
Pertinent proJect_ by other investigators were also discussed. These
sources have been queried, but have not as yet responded.
9
i
Wednesday. 23 June
Visite_the Electronic Products Division of Marquardt. This division publicly
disclosed last year an ultra-wide angle generation and display system. This
is called the VueMarq system.
Team members were shown the existing VueNarq system, which is strictly a_
photographic device. The display uses the resulting single-frame color
transparency, and features servo controls to simulate changes in attitude
about the stationary pickup system (camera) pupil point. For real time
simulation of the type considered herein, the concept appears restricted;
Marquardt has cited a conventional pickup in several of their simulation system
proposals.
ozz..l o3 slY,
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Marquardt is working on a contract from NASA Langley to develop a 4000-line
r
television system for use with their VueNarq system. The television portion
of the study is being handled by Automation Laboratories! _, a Marquardt subsi-
diary located in New York. The latter organization has also been queried,
but withou t result,
Thursday, _ June
Pacific Optical Company was visited. _hls compan_ has a long history as a
manufacturer of quality optics including several catalogued wide and ultra-
wide angle objectives. They have built optics for visual simulation system_
in the past. Team members were given a tour of their facility, which is
fairly extensive and quite complete. Team members discussed at some length
with their personnel the problems associated with optical objectives for
pickup systems.
^o
|
Their personnel cited a number of wide angle objectives in general use which
were designed by Pacific. The_ also stated that they have a considerable
number of wide angle designs available which can be modified with relative
ease to meet specific visual system requirements.
Friday, 2_ June
Visited TinsleyLaboratories. Tinsley specialize in large-aperture optics and
catadioptric optical systems utilizing both spheric and aspheric elements whic h
extend well up into the so-called massive range.
A major effort in recent years has been devoted to the manufacture of extremely
large (up to 120 inches presently) optical elements - both refractive and
reflective. These have been primarily for two applications: solar and visual
-12-
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simulator mAnzLfaot_rer_. The visual simulation elements are _sed in virtual
image displays. This company is unique in that it currently possesses a
capability for pro_iding virtually any fo_ of massive-optics display such as
the Farran_ or the Marquardt wide angle s_stems.
Their pers?nnel stated that 80 to 90 extra large mirrors have been produced to
date, but _ith significant scrappage. The latter has been due primarily to a
requirement for element truncation. When large optical elements ef this size are
truncated, internal stress imbalances become appreclable and breakage can
occur in a totally unpredictable fashion.
Tinsley is currently undergoing a 100% facility expansion. One result of t_is
is to be a physically-isolated collimation test cell of extreme size, with
provisions for further growth. They are also worming on a l_O-inch grinding
machine. Their parent company, Optical Coatings Incorporated, currently does
most of their coating work. Their personnel stated that the vacuum facility
at Space Technology Laboratories can be made available when required. This
facility can handle elements up to 23 feet in diameter.
u
o
o
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SECTION III - TECHNICAL INVESTIGATION
i@ GENERAL
_Is section is intended to defin e t_e technical scope of the program through
definitlo_s and discussion of the specific parameters to be improved, and by
consideration of the subsidiary (non-optical) fUnctions and devices which are
associated with an advanced optical pickup design.
u
o
.,
The functional implications of angular field, depth of field2working distance
and angular motion - all basic quantities which are desired to be improved
upon - are considered independently in the following paragraphs. Angular
field and depth of field result from a selection of other well known opt_@Ll-
system parameters such as focal length, circle of confusion and effective
aperture. Each however, due to dependence upon common optical quantities,
is also very much dependent upon the other, so that it is not possible to
optimise on a separate basis. _he third quantity is partially dependent in
that a given objective lens design prescribes the location3relative to the
first surface_of the entr_Ice pupil point, which is the center of visual per-
spective or simulated-observer location.
Angular motion capability effectively depends on the location of the entrance
pupil and the angular field. If the pupil is relatively far from the first
optical surface and the angular field is not too great, then motion slmmlation
can be achieved by path-bending components near the pupil location. If not,
then it is generally necessary to move the entire optical pickup about th e
pupi_ point to si_ulate the requ_ed attitudes.
-14-
Ia. An_lar Field
(i) Rectilinear Propagation of Images
O_tical systems which transmit the image of an object to a flat field
in a rectilinear (undistorted) fashion are limited in angular cov-
erage and usefulness. Equation (I) is the function that describes
such sy stems.
:F W
• E
where
F - focal length
Y'- image height (meas_tred normal to and fra the
optical axis)
= object .angular displacement
U
J_ F
Optical Axis .
Most lenses are designed for rectilinear propagation of images but
angular coverage requirements are generally small (i.e., less than
60 degrees). Wide angle lenses (from 60 to 120 degrees) have been
designed _ich yield rectilinear performance up to i00 degrees with
aperture ratios of approximately f/6. The _ypergon lens ranges into
-15-
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the realm of ultra-wide angle lenses (greater than 120 degrees) with
an angular field of 135 degrees at f/32. Although wide angle and
indeed ultra-wide angle fields can be obtained with distortion-free
performance_ the classes of symmtrical lenses used to obtain these
characteristics are not considered advantageous for optical pickup
devices. The recessed entrance pupil and illumination falloff in
the image are the primary disadvantages.
As the field of view increases for a single objective lens the desired
condition of having an external entrance pupil cannot be maintaimed.
The advantages of an external pupil are discussed under paragraph _.
($_ _gree of Freedom Motion Considerations). The external en_ranee
pupil can be maintained for fields up to approximately iio degrees.
Such an objective lens however, would prodace negative or barrel dis-
tortion. This can be corrected later in the optical pickup.
_J
• 3
Maintaining luminous efficiency for a rectilinearly propagated image
of wide angle would not be possible. The cos 4 law would cause thei
illumination of an image point at a distance Y' above the optical
axis to decline to an amount equal to the product of the axial image
point illumination and the cos4_ . This would be 10.8 per cent of
the axial image point illumination for a semi-field angle of 55 de-
i
grees. (Se e figure I ). The image brightness differential for pro-
gressively off-axis image points must be compensated for in recti-
linearly propagated image systems of the wide angle variety. This
is best accomplished with a continuously-variable transmission filter
-16-
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which attenuates the image to a level of uniformity compatible with
television pickup tube characteristics.
Optical pickup devices for real time simulation systems are intlmately
associated with television systems. Some distortion can be cor-
rected by altering the television scanning system in either the
pickup or display. This subject is more full_ discussed under tele-
vision system parameters (Section IV ).
In general it is most desirable to have a rectilinear_y-propaga_ed
image. Such systems do not require special means of display and reso-
lution is fairly uniform in terms of bits of information per angular
degree. As the 81mulated field of view gets more into the "re_ @t
ultra-wide angle views it becomes less desirable to employ rectilln-
earity-propagated images. This is true from the optical pickup
design standpoint and that of the display device.
U
=o
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(2) Non-Rectilinear Propagation of Imagee
As simulated fields of view approach the upper limits of wide angle
systems and continue into what are defined as ultra-wide angle fields
it becomes necessary to examine non-rectilinear optical pickups.
Figure 2 illustrates the characteristics of a special case of non-
rectilinear propagation _here angles in the object space are equated
to distances off axis in the image space.
-18-
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The cos4 law is controlled within reasonable limits by restraining
the image height Y'. More specifically, the image displacement angles
are held small. _he proportionality constant for zero distortion,
/
•'tan U')'
= constant
no longer holds. The ratio of the tangentof the image angle to the
tangent of the object angle does not equal a constant. The type
of distortion cited in the above system is barrel distortion, wherein
magnification diminshes progressively as a function of object angular
displacement.
=-
!
Very ma_ wide angle and most all ultra-wide angle lenses yield
barrel distortion. A class of lenses specifically designed for such
purposes are the reverse telephoto series. These lenses offer high
resolution over wide angles with low f/nos resulting in _ distorted
image. Several simulation devices employ such lenses as their
optical pickup system objective. These pickups were formerly used
in programmed devices but several real time simulators now use this
approach. The major drawbacks are restrictions on closeness of ap-
proach to the model due to a highly recessed entrance pupil, angular
motion simulation problems, and real time, television link, problems
in terms of resolution bits per angular degree.
-2O-
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An example of the resolution problem from the viewpoint of angular
coverage can be explained in the following example:
Horizontal field of view = ii0 degrees
Horizontal television resolution = 900 TV lines
(onaxiso"ly)
The angular resolution of such a system equals _(4:3 aspect ratio),
!i0 (60) = minutes of arc
600 optical line pairs
= Ii arc minutes resolution
The television system indicated is a state of the art high resolution
system. It has a bandwidth of 32.5 me. The best horizontal resolution
for matched vertical and horizontal performance is 900 TV lines on
axis. Resolution in the corners would probably drop to 700 TV lines.
This would present wha_ is considered as a marginally a_oeptable displ_7.
The peak resolution is Ii minutes of arc. Marginal acceptance for visual
simulation is defined here as 12 minutes of arc resolution minimum in
the area of greatest interest. Good resolution performance is defined
as a minimum of six minutes of arc resolution. The actual figures
for simulation performance are usually tailored to the specific simula-
tion task or mission. Simulation devices need not duplicate human eye
resolution of one arc minute except in rare cases.
Ultra-wide angle lenses may be considered rectilinear from a systems
standpoint if the taking lens and projection display lenses are matched
to be the equivalent of a symmetrical lens system. Regarding an ultra-
wide angle lens from the standpoint of being the objective lens of an
optical pickup however, presents formidable problems for an intermediate
-21-
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link such as television. An example was previously explained on the
basis of using a high-resolution television system with an undistorted
wide angle field of view. If we now consider the same case and present a
barrel-dlstorted image on the television pickup tube, the equivalent
perspective of the previous example would require electronic means of
correction if the video output is to be a true perspective representa-
tion. The nature of barrel distortion is incompatible with television
resolution characteristics. The decrease in angular magnification
with object angular displacement-indlcative of barrel distortion -
further degrades the angular resolution system performance if
corrections are attempted by non-linear raster scanning. Ultra-wide
angle fields of view can be obtained by various optical systems to the
ex%en& of eovering 260 degrees horisontally by 2_0 degrees in elevation.
However, single television camera systems employing flat focal planes,
which venture into the realm of ultra-wide angle performance, must
inherently possess negative distortion. Several such systems exist,
including the reverse-telephoto series of lenses as well as various
catadioptric designs.
-22-
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b__: Depth of,Field
(i) Geometry
Hyperfocal distance, H, is that object distance for which all informatioa
located between H/2 and infinity will be in focus on a single plane with
a resolution defined by the chosen circle of a confusion. Figure3A
shows a bundle of rays from infinity focused at the primaryfocus of the
lens and a bun_le of rays emanating from the point H focused at a distano
F + X in the i_age space. The ray bundle from H describes a circle
of confusion, c, on a plane at F. As the desired value of c is
arbitrarily decreased by adjustment of other optical parameters
the information from H becomes more highly resolved on the plane
at F. The following derivation defines H:
1 .i.!_+1
T s s-V- (i)
From Figure 3 A
1 --1 +l____
F H F+X
X= F2
(H'F) (2)
and
= DC
m 2x 2-- +F7
x = c__FF (3)
D- C
Equating (2) and (3)
F2 = cF
m
H-F D-c
H F= F2 (_)
(r/no.)c
-2:3..
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C. Infinite Far Depth of Field
Figure 3 - HYPERFOCAL DISTANCE AND IFJTH OF FIELD
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Equation (4) defines the hyperfocal distance H as a function of the
focal length, relative aperture and the circle of confusion. When the
circle of confusion is located on a plane at some image distance greater
than F as in Figure 3B , there are two limiting ray bundles correspondlnj
to two different image distance% the distance between which defines the
depth of focus. There are also two object distances corresponding to
the two image distances which define the near (1)N) and far (DF)
depths of field. All information lying between DN and DF of Figure 3B
will be in acceptable focus (as defined by the selected value of c)
on the plane at s'. The near depth of field and the far depth of
field are defined by:
= es (5)
H + (s-F)
DF " H es _. (e)• - (s-F)
Figure 30 shows the geometry for an infini_ly-far depth of field. This
condition is attained when the lens is focused for an object distance
equal to the hyperfocal distance.
Then, equations(5) and (6)reduce to DN = H and _ =co.
2
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Workin_ _stance
Model working distance or the closeness of approach to a model is dependent
on how close the center of perspective (entrance pupil) can be brought to
the model surface. In an external-entrance-pupil-type system the controlling
parameter becomes the radius of the entrance pupil. This neglects the path-
folding media (prisms, mirrors).
=-
a
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Figure 4 is a curve relating angular resolution to entrance pupil diameter.
This curve is based on theoretical diffraction - limited performance using
monochromatic light where:
_= 1.22A
D
angular resolution = constant x wavelength of light
entrance pupil diameter
Most existing optical pickups employ entrance pupils one to t_omillimetere in
diameter. Under pure theoretical conditions these pickups cannot resolve
better than one minute of arc. The best performance claimed by one manu-
facturer using a 1.6 mm pupil is approximately 3 minutes of arc resolution
on axis only. This amounts to half the theoretical limit for the very best
condition of performance. Progressive off-axis imaging must produce formid-
able losses in resolution. When working with three-dimensional models,
sacrifices must be made for close model approaches. A practical limit on
closeness of approach based on pupil considerations would be approximately
0.025 inches. With hardware implementation such as angular motion simulation
devices the practical limit on approach would be more nearly 0.050 to 0.060
inches.
-26-
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d.._/,Motion Requirements
Translational motion freedoms are required in optical pickup simulation
devices but need net receive special consideration insofar as the design
of the optical pickup itself is concerned. The angular degrees of vehicle
freedom (roll, pitch, and yaw) are more critical to the design problems of
optical pickup devices and have therefore been studied extensively.
If ultra-wide angle probes are employed, which essentially view hemispherical
data, motion simulation considerations must be examined ctifferently from
devices having more restricted fields.
The exact magnitudes cf roll, pitch, and yaw motions to be simulated are
dependent on a specific simulation system requirement. Some general
remarks concerning the simnlatlon of these motions is important.
%;
o
L
Fly-around capability is most always desirous. This would indicate the
need for at least a 360-degree optical pickup heading change capability.
This motion has been provided in both limited and continuous fashions
in existing designs. Roll in optical pickups is usually easy to
provide as a continuous motion. Pitch motion can be simulated from
horizon to horizon in some pickup devices. Althoagh this magnitude of
pitch simulation is most generally unnecessary under close-approach
conditions, even greatly restricted pitch freedoms can, on the particular
system, pose design problems.
-28-
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e. Three-Dimensional Models
For space simulation two types of models are of primary interest: terrain
and other vehicles, Both are important in terms of the objectives of this
study program; however, terrain models are perhaps the most commonly thought
of and are certainly bounded by the same if not greater problems and limi-
tations insofar as model-making technology is concerned.
Terrain models have random surface upon which information of varying detail
is found. This detail may consist of cultivated fields, single and grouped
trees, hedges, roads, buildings, vehicles, c_plexes such as airfields_or
tank fQrms, dockyards and population centers of varying size.
A logi_al er_ension to the achievement of an optical pickup tha% permi%s
very close working distances _ile maintaining or improving other basic
parameters is to go to a smaller model scale. This has obvious advantages
such as storage of a given terrain area in a much smaller physical simu-
lator space, which in turn leads to a smaller translational motion system.
In the general sense one might surmise that the cost of model and motion
system also decreases, and this is true to a limited extent.
In the case of the translational motion system, decreased travel lengths
permit a much more rigid structure per dollar of cost and therefore a more
reliably constant motion datum with respect to a fixed model. As scale
continues to decrease however, small-motion increments also beccme very
small so that motion system servo resolution an_ accuracy must ultimately
suffer.
-29-
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In the case of the models themselves a grea_ deal of hand labor is even
now required to produce a model embodying the previously-described informa-
tion at scales presently used (on the order of 1,3000). The areas where
hand labor is required include: (i) cartographic compilation work; (2)
depiction of desired information detail, including shape and surface treat-
ment (i.e., texture and reflectance); (3) accurate mosaicking of individual
model sections where a large total installed model area is required; and
(4) verification of installed model depiction including vertical and plani-
metric data.
|
The most critical of these is the depiction of model detail. At a scale
of i13000 a lO0-foot long building wall is 400 mils (0,4 inch) long Oh %_
model. A 33-foot wall height however is only 133 mils. Experience has
sho_m that the best _ay to model culture at extreme scales is by precision
pantagraph routing equipment working in epoxy. The tool is a cutter ro-
tating about the model vertical. The tool diameter is the limiting factor
in achieving detail such as a building inside corner, and at the stated
scale can be made small enough to attain quite realistic results. As
scale decreases further2results become marginal.
The current state of the art is such that routed surface detail down to
about seven (7) mils can be achieved. Inside corners, on close examination,
reveal a definite radius but, for the type of terrain simulation usually
desired this presents no problem since the requirement for close vSewing
from a statio_ary vehicle does not arise. Rather, close viewing of cul-
ture occurs only for low altitude overflight, wherein vehicle speed is
-30-
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such that the cultural object passes through the field of view at an in-
creasingly greater rate as slant range decreases. Under these conditions
when range has shortened to the point where t_is type detail is normally
discernable, image motion has increased so much that considerable effort
on the part of the observer would be required to distinguish much depar-
ture from correct structural feature geometry.
Detail of a discrete type, such as windows and doors can best be handled
by use of discrete reflectance changes. A fence or hedge is depicted by
combinations of detail routing and reflectance changes. Detail of very
low relief, such as a plowed field can be simulated by a combination of
s_faee texture and reflectance variation; pure artistic effects come into
primary usage here.
u
o
Of course if cost is no object extremely tfine three-dimension_l (geometric)
detail can be effected quite satisfactorily by painstaking baud carving.
Similarly, textural detail could probably be reduced by use of photo-
engraving techniques but this would require a working material other than -_
epoxy and probably introduce temperature coefficient problems. Reflectance
treatment detail can be done at scales limited only by the fineness of the
tool used and perhaps minimum attainable reflectance material dimension---
results should be compatible with achievable geometric detail.
To _am up, model scale reductions on the order of four to one, as referenced
to the previously-cited figure, are readily attainable by use of current
model-making procedures. This factor can probably be improved by an ad-
ditional factor of 1.25 to 1o5 if model cost is not a significant criterion.
-31-
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OPTICAL SYSTEMS
a__a.Dioptric
Wide angle views may be accomplished by several means. For a refractive
system a straightforward approach might indicate using a single objective
lens. As the field of view increases the depth of field increases for
a given format (all other parameters being equal). This characteristic
is illustrated in Figure 5 . It is deceptive to view these character-
istics without recognizing some important factors which lead to systems
problems as discussed in Section III.2.a.
U
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In most optical pickup devices employed in visual simulation it is
desireous to utilize the external entrance pupil approach. In such
systems the entrance pupil (center of perspective) is an aerial image
of the limiting aperture.and precedes the objective lens. With the
center of perspective in front of the objective element(s), system motions
and closeness of approach to the model are easily attained. However 9 as
the field of view increases, the entrance pupil recedes toward the
objective lens. An extreme of this condition would be a wide angle
objective lens of the reverse telephoto design. In this case the
entrance pupil is physically located inside the lens itself.
It is an objective of this study to establish a reasonable limit on the
field of view attainable with the external exit pupil approach. For a
single objective lens this approach seems limited to wide angle pickups
(_ 120 degree field of view). A single objective lens system with a Ii0
degree field of view is considered feasible.
-32-
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Three types of objective lenses have been investigated. They are designs
similar to Erfle eyepieces (see Figure 6A ), Wild eyepieces (see Figttre6B )
and high power microscope objectives (see Figure 7 ). These are presently
considered the most promising type designs to pursue for use with the
external entrance pupil approach.
Although distortion will probably not be fully corrected optically for the
ii0 degree single objective system, the magnitude will be relatively small.
Subsequent correction can perhaps be best accomplished in the television
system.
Untra-wide angle lenses ( > 120 degrees) are available in a large selection
of designs. Most of these designs were developed for aerial reconnaissance
;m2poseJ. @harae%erls%ies of some of these lenses are as follow|t
Hypergon - f/16, 135 degrees
Pleon - f/8, 136 degrees.
Although these lenses do not exhibit extreme distortion problems it is
doubtful that they will suit the purposes of a wide angle pickup as well
as other lenses with extreme distortion which are now available.
These are the reverse telephoto series of lenses. Fields of view covered
by these lenses range up to hyperhemispheres with 270 degree field angles.
These lenses become highly attractive because of their low f/nos, and
high resolution.
Implementing any of the ultra-wide angle lenses in an optical pickup
device poses formidable problems in real time simulation of vehicle
dynamics. Some ultra-wide angle concepts have been considered but in
-34-
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these systens it is felt that the displ_ means must be intimately
associated with the pickup device. This is particularly true bec_se
ef the distortion parameter. The overall design of optical caaponent8
between the objective lens and the pickup tube is facilitated with the
high_ disterted image of the reverse telephoto. The display systen
however, Hast in this event eo_ensate far this c_dition.
be
C@
Inasmch as these wide _mi_l.e systems will be used in conjunction with
closed cireui_ televisic_ systems employing a phetoc_thode_ it Is
necessary to consider the interaction of the optical and eleetronle
systems. When an undistorted inage is produced on the photOcathode_
field of view of the optical pickup is related to its focal length and
the useful diameter of the photocathode,
• ' '_I |
,?/
Fig. 8 is aplet of the diagonal field of view vs. effective focal
length for particular values of the useful diameter of existing pho_-
cathodes.
Cat  ic
Pure reflective systems for use as pickup devices have not been deep_
investigated. Catoptric syst_s alone do not offer the design freedoms
inherent with refractive or catadioptric techniques.
Cata   ic
Particular consideration has been directed to catadioptric systems f_
ultra-wide angle pickups. Their use as wide angle pickups, however,
includes significant disadvantages in terms of design, fabrication, and
the implementation of a six-degree-of-freedom motion system. It is felt
that refractive systems can best meet these wide-angle pickup require-
ments. -37-
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Some ultra-wide _'_,_le pieku_e of eat_ilopt%_ design offer c_rtein
)
advantages over Fure refractive systems. The basic principle of
)
these systems employes a 0onvex mirror as the closest element° to
the model.
The basic geometry of one such system is shown in Fig. 9 . The
system utilises the basic principle that _en a convex hyperboloidal
mirror of eeeentrleity e is positioned to share a common focus and a
comlon axis with an ellipsoidal mirrc_ of eeeentrielty 1 , an angularly
e
undistorted image is produced at the focal surface of the elli_oidal
mirror. The principle necessaril_ links the plck_ (_vperboloidal
mirror) with the display (ellipsoidal mirror). The slse of the fields
of view depends yon how much of the eonle sections are used. If the
ma_orlty of the conic sections ere used, %ha tields approach 360 dogreee
about the eomm_ optical axis and more than 2_0 _greee in a transverse
plane. The implimentation of the basis principle to achieve a real
%line optical pickup and display uses refractive elements to foo_.e the
imagery onto a photocathode.
Another catadioptric system employs a convex spherical mirror as the
element of closest approach _o the model. Again refractive elements
are employed to fern the final image on the pickup tube.
Sueh eatadloptrAo systeas, lhile offering ultra-wide i_ieldsof view,
impose formidable design problems. The image plane formed by the
convex mirror is highly curved and requires complex optics to foeus
the curved field o_ altAr-face _otoc_thode. Also, the entrance
pupil of such systems is recessed, causing severe design problems for
Vehicle. attitude s_mulation, o _9-
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Alsoj under the category of catadioptrio systems can be included those
i
devioe_ which use _lane mirrors for synchronously scanning model texTai_.
i 1
In addition to the optical problems of pickup design, formidable prob-
lems in mechanical design and electronics arise. Solutions to these
proble_ are within the present state-of-the-art. At the present time,
however; it is believed that the state-of-the-art for opt$cal picknpe
can best be advanced by means ot more conventional refractive approache s.
I i I I
4. FJJC_OME_CAL SYSTEMS
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General
The optical pickup head will require serve-controlled motion of certain
mechanical elements to achieve pitch, roll, yaw; focus and ethers as
required.
The serve systems considered here are analog. A comparison of advantages
and disadvantages of an a-c serve loop versus a dc serve loop indicate
that it would be desirable to use an a-c serve with dc compensation
networks. The accuracyrequirements dictate that a type II serve system
be used. With this type system a positional errorbetween input and out-
put occurs only during acceleration. A two-speed synchro system will
provide position feedback. This feedback arrangement reduces the
jyneEro eleet_ieal error effeets by a faotor of the gear ratio between
the coarse and fine syachros.
The serve loop is made up of the following components:
i. Fine and coarse synchro transmitters.
2. Fine and coarse synchro control transformers.
3. Data Switch
4. Demodulator
5. Integrator amplifier.
6. Compensation network.
7. Modulator
8. A.C. servoampllfier.
9. A.C. servomotor
I0. Appropriate gearing.
I • I _ _ ' r _ ' _ i ii L I
The fol!o_vlng is a general disaussion of serve system performance in
t
certain important areas and the effects of various subsystem components
i i
on that performance. Also included is a discussic¢ of vax_Lous types of
selwo mOtOX_e
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O.e=ation at Lov A_ole,r _,'_gs.
The perforw_no_ of a .rye _stu at lov angular rates depends
on the s78ten sensitivity. Sensitivity is detezlLtned b7 the
i .....
a_ error voltage which nay appear at the output of the
error detector without a_ corrective action occurring. The
!i
er r by t.o  p sent the "de 
space". This dead space creates a non-linear region of operation
and causes erratic or Jerky motion during starting and reversals.
" " I .... !
The !lover the aneular rate the more pronounced is the effect of
dead space°
In the serve 8ystens of interest the A C servonotor will con-
tribute to dead space. Servanoter sensistivity i8 moa_ed bT
the voltage on the control winding that is Just sufficient to
start the motor. Sensistivity is limited priuartly by cogging.
Vith the main field fully excited, the rotor tends to lock due
to nagnetie forces. The a_ber of distinct lock'_._ positions
matches the n_ber of slots in the rotor. The motor cannot
start unless the control field voltage generate8 enough torque
to overcome cogging. The starting voltage required to over-
ccue coggingop!us friction is g_erally less the 3.5% of the
rated control field voltage, _ small military motors are
rated 1.5% of the rated control field Voltage. This is not
due to a_ improvement in design but Just careful manufacture
and special acing. _ng:effect_ can be hissed especially
in muller mo'.l_i+kll,_++._ate desiga. According to vendor
-_-
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information this figure can be reduced to as low as 1%. Drag
cup design motors have extremely high sensitivity, since the
rotating member has no iron. Typical starting voltages are
on the order of 0.5% 6f rated control voltage - about six
times the standard sensitivity. However, stall torque per watt
is about one half the value for conventional motors. As a
compromise between the high performance of the squirrel-cage
motor and the uniformity of the drag-cup unit, some mall servo-
motors use rotors of pure unlaminated iron. Although the over-
all torque per watt input may be 20 per cent less for the solid
rotor than for the squirrel cage, these units may be used to
obtain extremely smooth performance..
The integrator amplifier in the loop will affect smooth operation
at low angular rates. This amplifier will integrate the error
signal during the dead space interval. Since there is no feedback
signal during this time the integrator will continue to charge
and result in an overshoot in the desired position.
The combination of the dead space and the integrator amplifier
will result in erratic or Jerky motion during slow starts and
reversals. How pronounced this effect will be depends on the
servomotor sensistivity, loop gain, friction, scale factor, and
time constant of the integrator amplifier.
Use of a D. C. servo-motor in lieu of the A.C. servomotor would
improve this condition some because the D. C. servomotor has a
G - -I 03
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larger speed range. In fact, a comparison of other character-
istics of a D. C. motor with those of an equivalent A. C. servo-
motor indicates that the D. C. motor would give the best over-
all performance.
The generation of radio frequency interference noise by the
commutator and brushes, larger physical size and possible in-
accessibility for brush replacement are disadvantages of a D. C.
servitor.
Noise can be defined as any undesireable signal. The noise level
that can be tolerated depends on the system requirements. For
hlgh |sAn systeasj noise is more of a problm and has to be kep_
at a minim_. Noise can enter a system by radiation or conduction.
It can originate within system cemponents or associated equipment.
Radiation noise is attenuated by shielding. Conductive noise is
attenuated by filtering.
In the subject servo systems component noise is considered to be
of more concern than radiated and conductive noise. Noise levels
at the syachro, demodulator and De C. amplifier are discussed.
(I__ Synchro Noise
Synohro null voltage may be defined as the residue voltage
appearing across the secondary of a synchro when the rotor
position is such that the in-phase fundamental voltage appearing
across these terminals is zero. It consists of two basic
Qzz.  o3 s/4
oomponentss quadrature fundamental null and haraonie
voltages.
Fundamental null is a residue voltage having the same
frequency as the excitation. This voltage is always in
time phase quadrature with the output voltage at maximu_
coupling.
Higher flee phase harmonic voltages are the other components
of null. They are predominantly third harmonic and usually
combine with the fundamental to ylold total average nullo
Typical size 8 synchros have a fundamental mull of 34MV and
a total null voltage of 53MV.
Denodulator Noise
A demodulator will give a D. C. output only for input signals
that are either in exact phase or 180 ° degrees out of phase
with the reference voltage. Signal c_ponents in quadrature
with the reference are not demodulated. This does not mean
that they are entirely suppressed; rather, the demodulator
does not produce any d - c as a result of this a c input_
but it does produce an 800 cycle ripple which is I% or less
of the peak to peak output voltage. Since the demodulator
output is D. C. and the frequency of the ripple would be
800 cycles, this ripple plus any higher frequencies that
may be coupled fr_ the synchro can be filtered with little
effect on the dynamics of the system.
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(3) Amplifier Noise
D. G. operational amplifiers would be solid state, chopper-
stabilized amplifiers with low noise and drift character-
istics.
Noise in D. C. operational amplifiers is made up of shot
noisep partition noise, flicker noisep i/f noise and thermal
noise inherent in the active and passive components. The
magnitude of this noise, referred to the input, can vary from
i0 to 15 micro volts.
Modulator Noise
Noise in a modulator consists of quadrature and harmonics at
the output. In high-gain servo-systems performance is limited
by saturation of the servoamplifier caused by quadrature com-
ponents of the amplifier input signal. In addition_ quadrature
signals produce undesirable motor heating.
u
o
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To reduce the quadrature content of this signal special re-
Jection circuits are sometimes used. These circuits suppress
the quadrature component while producing an output proportional
to that ccaponent of the input which is in phase with the
reference potential used. Percentage of quadrature in the
output is typically 20 to i00 times lower than that in the
input signal.
-48-
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Gear Train_
In the servo system considered, _ear trains will be required for the
synchro transmitter, synchro control transformer and also between the
motor and the load.
Any backlash in the synchro gear trains will contribute to the system
error. Therefore, these gear trains must be of special design incorporati_
anti backlash features and precision parts. Gear trains have been fabri-
cated with a maximum backlash of 0.5 minutes of arc.
5
U
o.
Backlash in the gear train between the motor and the load has no direct
effect on the accuracy but it does increase the chances of system
instability if it is excessive. Standard motor gearhead designs are
available in which backlash is normally under 30 minutes of arc, although
20 or even I0 minutes are available on special order. Also available
are precision gearhead designs incorporating sDrin_-loaded gears which
reduce backlash to considerably less than I0 minutes of arc. Slip
clutches can be employed to limit impact forces during servo
transients.
The possibility of eliminating the motor gear train by using a direct-
drive type of servo-motor was not encouraging. Available information
indicated that the motor sizes were physically much too large for an
optical pickup application.
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Drift is an offset in the output of a balanced circuit for a zero input
signal. Even though balanced units initially may not have any offset,
such errors can develop in time. Any offset will contribute to the system
error.
D.C. amplifiers, modulators and demodulators are susceptible to drift.
The chopper stabilizing feature in D.C. amplifiers keeps the drift at a
low level. The integrator amplifier in the forward loop which is
schematically located before the D.C. amplifier and modulator will
minimize any offset that may be present in these two components.
Drift in the demodulator can be minimized by a final nulling of the
synchros. The contribution of drift to the system error is expected to
be small.
.=.
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Servo Motors
(1)
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Direct Drive Servomotors
Recently, the direct-drive d-c servomotor has assumed increasingly
greater importance in the design of high-performance servos required
by modern military and industrial systems. These servomotors find
their principal application in gimbal systems for inertial platforms,
camera mounts, radar antennas and the llke, where the torquemotors' high
torque-to-weight and high torque-to-inertia ratios, and lack of gearing
permit performance levels which are impractical by any other means.
Theyarethim compared to their diameters and are shaftless. Aaother
design features a printed-circuit armature with permanent-magnet field:
resulting in an output shaft similar to the conventional design but
|till having the large dlamete_ and thin eross-seotlon.
This type of direct-drive design is also made in A-C servomotors.
The motors are furnished with a high-resistance rotor and have linear
servomotor characteristics. When used as torquers, they are not
expected to rotate very much, for their primary purpose is to provide
controlled torque for small angular movements.
The large stator diameter allows a wide selection of speed ranges.
Often a direct conflict exists between the application of an AC or DC
torquer. While the d-c pankake motor surpasses the a-c in torque per
watt and torque per cubic inch, there are still many advantages of having
an AC mQtor, such as eliminating the brushes and commutator. In many
cases, the moderate increase in size and weight is more than offset
-51-
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by the advantages of eliminating commutator brush rigging, need for
changing brushes, brush bounce on vibration and radio interference from
sparking brushes.
The more powerful units are apt to be _ade with squirrel-cage rotors.
Units in which extreme smoothness of starting torque is required are
sometimes made with solid iron rotors.
(2) A-C Servomotors
The most popular type of general-purpose two-phase servomotor uses
a low-inertia, high-resistance squirrel-cage construction specifically
designed for servo use. But for specific applications, some of the
types discussed below are superior to the squirrel-cage motor.
In the d_ag-cup motor, the rotor conductors are formed into adrag
cup of conducting material rotating in the airgap. The slotted-rotor
laminations are replaced by a set of stationary iron-ring laminations
that provide a low-reluctance path for the magnetic flux. This type
of motor is noted for uniformity of developed torque with rotor
angular position, freedom from cogging and slot effects, and low
bearing friction resulting from the absence of radial airgap forces
on the non-magnetic rotor. However, the requirement for relatively
large airgaps has resulted in low torque per watt in the smaller
sizes of drag cup units. Thus they are used primarily vhere uniform
torque and minimum bearing friction are necessary.
As a compromise between the high performance of the squirrel-cage motor
and the uniformity of the drag-cup unit, some small servomotors ulq
rotors of pure unlaminated iron. Although the over-all torque per
watt input may be 20 percent less for the solid rotor than for the
squirrel cage, these units are sometimes used to obtain smooth
performance, low control starting voltage, and reduced manufacturing
costs.
Other varieties of mechanical designs include: closed stator slots,
with stator coils machine-wound from the outside to reduce winding
costs; articulated stators, another way to permit use of machine wound
coils on a separable stator; separate rotor and stator sections, so
that the rotor and stator can be designed into a user's equipment;
and inverted motors, where the rotor assembly rotates around the
outside diameter of the stator.
U
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C3) Step-Serve. Motors
When energized by d-c voltages in a programmed manner a step-servo
motor indexes in given angular increments. Its angular displacement
is either clockwise or counterclockwise and is determined by the
sequence in which the windings are pulsed.
There are basically two types of step-servo motors. The first works
on the reaction between an electromagnetic field and a permanent
magnet. This type is classified as a permanent magnet step-servo
(PM). The second type works on the solenoid action and is called a
variable-reluctance step servo (VR). This unit works on the reaction
between an electromagnetic field and soft iron rotor.
-53-
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The stepping angle is determined by the design but cannot be greater
than _ and still have directional characteristics and uniform
3
motion. It is possible, size permitting, to make the steps any
value 277- where n i 3.
n
High speed s_itchingbymeans of solid-state devices hasaccelerated
the growth of step servo motors. D.C. poser now can be converted
directly into precise rotational motlon in synchronism with the
input signal.
The use of the correct step-serve is determined by load conditions and
performance required. The choice of which to use is governed by the
following basic rules.
(a) Fermanent magnet (PM) step-servos should be used when:
i. Nonambiguity is desired.
2. Large stepping angles are desired.
3. Pulse rate is low (300 pps maximum bidirectionally)
4. Magnetic detenting is desired.
The choice of the correct PM step-servo is determined by the load,
pulse range and power available.
(b) Variable reluctance step-servos should be used when:
i. Pulse rate is high (1200 pps maximum bidirectlonally)
2. Ambiguity of position is unimportant
3- Small angular output steps are desired (thereby eliminating
(or reducing gearing).
4. Magnetic detenting is not desired.
5. Presence of magnets is not allowed.
Z
°.
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The choice of the correct VR step-servo motor also is predicated
on the same factors as a PKstep-servo. It is important to
realize that these are not fixed rules. Specially-designed
step-serve motors can have characteristics common to both classes.
When a commercially available unit cannot be used, a new unit can be
designed integrating the desired features of both classes.
Step-servo motors and their accompaaying logic circuitry comprise
a basic step servo system. Some advantages of these systems are:
i. Response is the fastest available of any inductive device
today (in the order of 1 millisecond).
2. High resolutio_ accompanied by high sweep rates,
3. No hunting or oscillation.
4. As straight digital devices, the need for dlgital-to-analog
voltage conversions is eliminated°
5- Can be used as open-loop servos.
-55-
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TRIEVISION SYS T_IS
General
A television system will be required in conjunction with the optical pickup
in order to amplify and relay the imagery to the final display system. The
television link provides a very flexible means (at the present time the
only practical method) for connecting the optical pic_np system and the
displ_ device. In addition, superposition and insetting techniques may
be employed to provide a composite display consisting of imagery from
several camera sources. Other special electronic effects, such as limited
distortion correction and simulation of atmospheric haze conditions, are
possible.
=-
The television system considered for this application must have a high
resolution capability in order to provide sufficient detail for wide
angle visual system requirements. Also the system signal to noise
ratio must be high - preferably better than 40 db, in order to achieve an
i
essentially noise-free display. Optimization of other system parameters
F
such as flicker, tone,reproduction (contrast range), response to visual
scene motion and brightness is required in order to obtain the desired
high quality visual display.
A complete television system consists of the camera, camera control
electronics and the display device - either a dlrect-view monitor or a
projection system. The television pickup tube employed in the camera
is the transducer which converts the optical system inputs to electrical
signals and hence is one of the most important components of the entire
visual simulation system. -56-
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___.,@ Television Pickup Tubes
(i) General
C2)
Many types of pickup tubes are presently available for use in closed
circuit television cameras and considerable continuing effort is being
expended toward advancing the state of the art in camera tube tech-
nology. Careful consideration of the characteristics of the various
tubes is therefore required in order to help establish feasible over-
all visual system performance capabilities as well as to determine
the optimum choice of a tube or tubes as the case may be.
Vidicon
The vidicon is one of the most frequently used camera tubes in closed
olrcui_ television. This tube type is available in 1/2, I, 1-1/2
and 2 inch sizes with the i inch category containing the larges_
number of different types. The limiting resolution capabilities of
these tube types vary from 500 TV lines for the 1/2 inch tube _o
about 2000 TV lines for the 2-inch tube with co_responding interme-
diate values for the i and 1-1/2 inch tubes. The photocathode high-
light illumination requirements vary from a minimum of .i foot candle
(maximum sensitivity operation) to a maximum of about iO foot candles.
One foot candle is a reasonable average value for most standard
vidicons. Generally the two larger tubes require higher illuminstion
than the smaller tubes. These vidicons, except the 2-inch tubes,
are available with either magnetic or electrostatic focus and the
1/2 and i inch are available with electrostatic deflection. The
1-1/2 and 2 inch tubes are generally available only with magnetic
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deflection. These tabes are readily available both in standard and
ruggedlzed versions. They may be mounted in any position, are rela-
tiveS7 small, light in weight, are not excessively expensive and have
a fairly long useful ,life. Most high resolution closed circuit cam-
eras presently manufactured employ either 1 or 1-1/2 inch vldicons.
The 1/2 inch vidicon cannot meet high resolution requirements and
will not be considered further.
Image Or_hicon
A seo_d type of camera tube which is often used in television cam-
eras, particularly studio broadcast cameras and cameras for use in
televising scenes with a very low illumination level, is the image
cr_hi@on. _his tube is ava$1able in 2, 3, and 4-1/2 inch slmel la_,d
is one of the most sensitive of the presently available pickup tubes.
For example the 3-inch image orthicon type 7967 is capable of a
limiting resolution of about 600 television lines with a photocathode
illumination of 2 x 10-5 foot candles and considerably greater reso-
lution at higher light levels. The photocathode illumination re-
quirements vary from a minimum for usable picture of 2 x 10-7 foot
candle to an upper requirement of about 5 x 10-2 foot candle. This
type of tube with its associated deflection and focus coils is qulte
large, generally more expensive than vidicon tubes and somewhat
limited in operating orientation. It has not attained widespread
use in industrial closed circuit television cameras.
-58-
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C4) Other Types
Although the vidicon and image orthicon are at present the most
widely used tube types, several recent_ announced improvements
appear to offer potential advantage. Among the new developments is
the Amperex PLUMBICON, a vidicon _ t_be available in a one-lnch
size. This tube has a lead-monoxide photo conductive layer which
eases lag, dark current and sensitivity problems associated with con-
ventional vidicons.
The secondary electr_ conduction vidicon (SEC) from Westinghouse is
another fairly recent development which offers promise. This tube
presently is available with magnetic deflection and focusing which
make the tube about the same physical size as a 3-inch image orthicon.
However, work is proceeding on an electrostatic version _hich will
considerably reduce its size. Outstanding characteristics of this
tube are its low lag, very high sensitivity (several hundred times
more sensitive than a standard vidicon) and wide dynamic range.
One inch, 1-1/2 and 3 inch image dissector camera tubes with aperture
sizes down to 0.0005 inch have been recently made available. These
tubes have a high resolution capability, non-storage operation, wide
linear dynamic range and long life. Hoover, present sensitivity
limitations preclude their use at high resolution television scan-
ning rates.
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Announcements by General Electric of the focus projection and scanning
(FPS) vidicon and an electrostatic image orthicon are important new
additions to the camera tube field.
=-
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_. Camera Tube Characteristics
The television camera pickup tube accepts ÷_e visual data from the optical
pickup and provides the electrical signal to the display system, hence
its parameters are of vital importance to overall system performance.
The tube characteristics influence both the optical and electronic systems
design approach and in some cases may be the limiting factor. The ira-
portant television pickup tube characteristics are listed below:
i) Mechanical
a) Physical en_lope dimensions
b) Effective Photo cathode Diameter
d) We ht
d_)MOUnting position
2) Electrical Requirement
a) Focus
b) Deflection
c) Alignment
d) Heater power
e) Electrode Voltages
3) Sensitivity
4) Spectral Response
5) Resolution
a) center
b) edge
c) Dynamic focus
6) Dynamic range and gray effects scale
7) Signal to noise ratio
-6o-
8) Lag or Persistence
9) Qamma
lO) Environmental
a) R=ggedness
b) Temperature effects
Appendix H lists some of these characteristics for several commercially
available tubes. General discussion of these parameters and their effects
on television system performance is given below.
A
Z
The physical dimensions of the pickup device or camera are determined
essentially by the choice of tube and the need for packaging all the
electronics in the camera (i.e., a self-contalned camera). Assuming in
all cases that the camera is self-c0ntained it is apparent that the 4-1/2"
image orthicon, magnetically deflected and focused, will require the
largest package (volume and weight) with correspondingly smaller cameras
i
down to the smallest for a one-inch electrostatic vidicon. The physical
construction of the tube may prohibit use of the tube in a face-dowa
position due to flakes or specs of material droping on the photo-sensitlve
surface causing them to "appear" in the TV display. This is particularly
tx-_e if vibration is encountered. The photocathode diameter affects the
resolution capability of the tube.
Deflection and focus techniques affect the resolution and power require-
ments of a tube. Magnetic deflection and focus require maximum power %o
operate; however, highest resolution is obtained for this mode of opera-
rich. Hybrid tubes, generally vidicons, consisting of electrostatic
focus with magnetic deflection, reduce focus power requirements to nearly
-61-
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zero while reducing the magnetic deflection power by a factor of about
five. Resolution is reduced 15-25% in the tube. All electrostatic tubes
(electrostatic deflection and focus) require very low power but suffer
reduction in edge resolution as compared to the hybrid tube. Eliminating
deflection and focus yokes significantly reduces weight and size jof a camera.
Also resolution improvements can be obtained by use of special yokes and
by increasing the focus field strength and/or certain electrode voltages
to values higher than those normally given by the tube manufacturer. Dy-
namic focusing is usually used to improve edge resolution.
D
U
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The pickup tube sensitivity and spectral response determine the incident
light level and frequency content required for tube operation at speoffM4
picture quality. Tube resolution, dynamic range (gray scale) and signal°
to-noise ratio determine picture quality. Resolution defines the number
of resolvable elements in the picture. Dynamic range determines the range
of brightness levels the tube can reproduce, commonly called gray scale
rendition. The signal to noise ratio provides a measure of the relative
noise present in a video signal, and is generally specified as peak to
peak signal to RMS noise for pickup tubes. Signal-to-noise ratio affects
the gray scale reproduction capability of the tube and also can degrade
resolution. This ratio is determined primarily by the performance of the
video preamplifier connected to a vidicon while the internally generated
noise in an image orthicon is the main factor in determining its signal-
to-noise ratio.
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Lag or image persistence is a measure of the image signal retention from
frame to frame. This is not a serious problem if very little motion is
occurring in the scene. However, as motion becomes faster lag will cause
smearing of the moving object and loss of resolution. Vldicons are more
subject to lag than are other types of pickup tubes normally used in
television.
Gamma is the slope of the pickup tube light trmsfer curve. The pickup
tube transfer curve is one of several required for overall TV system
transfer evaluation (i.e., amplifier transfer curves and picture t_e
curve, for example).
extreme environmental cmdltlena aze enaeun_ered it may bo neceesar_
to ruggedize the pickup tube or to provide cooling or other special pro-
visions in order to obtain acceptable performance.
u
A
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SECTION IV - DESIGN CRI_EHIA
@ GENERAL
Appendix F is a preliminary specification for a family of optical pickup sys-
tems which will provide significant advances in the current state of %he art.
As mentioned in Section Ij the best currently available optical pickups op-
erate with approximately 60-dmgree fields of view. These are comsidered the
reference design in this stud_ because of their overall performance. Wider
fields of view (up to 98-degrees) are available on other siugle-obJect_ve
systems but they suffer quite appreciably from distortion due to the design
of the objective lens and a lack of "built-in" compensation.
U
A O
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The speci_ication does not attempt to define an exact field of view beoa_e
specification-wise, distinguishing between numerical values does not repre-
sent amy great difference. The points of demarcation between the single-
objective (wide angle) and ultra-wide angle approaches have been well defined
elsewhere in this report as has GAC's belief in the superiority of the wide
angle oblique optics system as both an initial advance and as a basic
building block for early field angle increases. Working distances are
optimized with this approach regardless of field angle requirements, and
motion system complexity remains relatively low even into the ultra-wide
angle range. Vertical optics systems represent a next state-of-the-art advance.
The following paragraphs, together with Appendices G and H describe some of
the specific basic design techniques plus information on related servo and
television equipment which are germane to the above basic conclusions and
recommendations of the study.
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2_ FEASIBLE TECHNIQUES
a. ObliQue 0ntics
Most optical pickups used in visual simulators operate such that the
optical axis is either parallel to the model surface or at some angle
considerably less than 90 degrees to the model surface. Conventionall_
an optical image plane is recorded normal to the optical axis to preclude
distortion of the object data; but thei amount of object information sharply
focused in the image plane is small because of the narrow axial •depth of
field. Figure !OA shows a 16 ram,f/10 lens with a 60-degree field of view
oriented 45-degrees to the object surface at a height of 1.4 inches. For
the purpose of illustration, we assume a circle of confusion of 0.002
inches (this is somewhat larger than that typically used with a one inch
vldiaon). Th@ near depth of field is 1.81 inches and the far depth iR
2.07 inches. This results in a total depth of field at the object plane
of only one half inch along the optical axis, although the 60-degree lens
is capable of viewing four inches of obJeo_plane data across the field.
%;
o
e.
The effective depth of field can be greatly increased if the image plane is
inclined to the optical axis as shown in Figure 10_ Under these circum-
stances, both the object and image conjugate distances vary across the
field so that all the data that the lens is capable of gathering is
sharply focused in the oblique image plane. It can be shown that a line
extended from this imaE_ plane passes through the point described b:>,the
intersection of the entrance pupil and the object plane. Using the
parameters describe@ above, the near depth of field varies from 1.22 inches
_R-121o3 s_
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to 3.42 inches along the optical axis and the far depth varies from 1.31
to 4.81 inches. This results in an infinite depth of field along the
object plane.
Although an effectively infinite depth of field is attained, distortion
is present due to the resulting magnification variation over the field
of view. Figure llAis a plan view of a grid on the object surface.
Figure llBis the image of the grid using the oblique image plane. The image
of the grid is over magnified for near object data and under magnified
for far object data. Part C of Figure Ii shows the undistorted geometry
obtainable with a conventional system.
u
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A. PLAN VI_4 OF OBJECT
B. IMAGE FORMED ON OBLIQUE PLANE
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C. DORRECT PEBSPECTIVE VIEW
FIGUP_ Ii . OBJECT-IMAGE CONFIGURATIO_
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Another teehnieal approaeh to the problem of infinite depth of field
is the multiple pickup tube system, using two er acre photoeathodes.
FAg_ee 12 £11ustrabes the prlneiple of this approach. A single ob-
Jeetive lens operating a_ low f/numbers (f/4 to f/6) sharply foeuses
the model data on a plane oriented at sore angle _o the op_leal axis.
This innge plane ean be _he_ght of as a mumber of non-eoplanar i_age
pl_es _hleh a_e perpendleular be the op_leal axis. For the sake of
&Eseuselon, let is eonsider three sueh planes located at three dif-
ferent longitudinal positions. By use of beamsplitters, _ ean
assign a phobeeathode to eaeh of the three planes. Eaeh p£eklp
tube has its own set of supplenentary optles to insure proper per-
speetive. Although eaeh p_.iup tube receives data from the entire
field, only the high-resolution data on each of the three planes is
reeorded on eaoh phoboea_hode. The remainder of the data is ellni-
nated by masking the tubes. The problem rednees to using only the
high-resolution data f_on each of the tubes and reeombinlng _hls
data into a single video sign_ suitable for presentation to a
display system. Figure 13 is a simplified bloek diagram of how thls
ean be done. Each of the pickup tubes of eameras A, B and C has the.
seene imaged on its photoeathode surfaces. It can be assumed thal
the hlgh-resolution portions of the imagery on the three bubes oeeur
as shown in Figure I_ . This imagery is segmented to be parallel to
the scan lineo (etandud TIT 8ean £oraa'b) that read ,;_at, the da_,
The video oitpll _rom eaeh emaera is fed to a ewitih that appl_ee
-69-
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video A, B, _r C to the buffer amplifier, dependi_ upon the swLteh
i
eontrol-slgnal input. The output of the buffer amplifier supplies
the video Signal to the display. Since a eo_aon syne generator is
driving the esaeras and display system, the seannlng sweeps of all
units are in synchron_sl. If the sw_teh Is ao%Lvated du1_ng the
hcrlsontal re_aee time of the system, It is pesslble _e select the
ou_ut Of any plokup tube for the display and to switch between
pickup tubes without causing display discontinuity. Switehi_ can
be arTa_ed so that the h_h-resolution video data is always con-
tlnuously rsent to the display system, ',
z
|
The switch control signal can be derived from a oclpmted signal,
sinee knowledge of optical pickup head details and attitude orienta-
tton would permit calculation of the break points on the eamera tubes
between the high- and low-_esolutlon data. However, it would sim-
plify the p_oeess if the s_Iteh control signal were generated i_om
the _Aakup tubesl eon_rollable masking of the face of each plekup
_abe wall permlt generation of video signals that WAIl drive simple
logle cireuits to aetivate the sviteh.
The system deserlbed above is based on the assumption that the high-
_esolaticn data on the camera tubes are alvays se_nented parallel
to sveeps; hoverer, as pickup head a_lar motions beec_e large_
this assumption no longer is valid, since nonparallel segmenta-
tion now will oscur. This requires acre s_plex s_itching since
the video _tching cecil,s dmeing the _otlve time of a sweep llne,
-73-
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This prowl m ean be solved by" (1) o_te_17 maimi_q the par_lle_-
eegneated hlgh-resoln_on da_a and C2) the applicati m of state-el-
the ar_ high-speed logLe and smltebing eLFeults. Additional teeh-
mLqaes ean be foraulated for sviteh-eonkrol signal generation by
the e_era _ubes themselves to alr_se the requirements for ex_-
hal eaaputation and signal inputs.
o
m
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C. Multiple Objectives
More than one objective lens may be considered for solutions to problems
with either wide angle (between 60 deg. and 120 deg. ) or ultra-wide angle
(greater than 120 deg. ) simulated fields of view. The value of a multiple
i
objective system might be questioned for wide angle applications, as the
advantages in performance would have to offset the increased costs, added
II
complexity and presently-anticipated restrictions on maneuverability.
o
=-
Using this approach for ultra-wide angle piakup devices however, appears
quite valid since such systems would require several picku p tubes amy-
way in order to maintain acceptable angular resolution over the resulting
total field of view.
t
A multiple objective lens approach is approximated by effectively com-
bining two or more optical pickup devices together for use as a single
pickup system having a common entrance pupil. Individual optical systems
are required to operate independently with their own pickup tubes. Com-
plexity can be minimized by interconnecting mechanical and/or electrical
linkages and utilizing the same servo signals for inputs to the indi-
vidual systems.
The objective lenses share a common entrance pupil position to maintain
correct geometric perspective for the individual objective lenses. Path-
folding optics precede the objective lenses such that extreme field rays
traced back from the object space converge at a common point (i.e., the
system center of perspective). Each of two or more objective lenses is
............................................... GEE-12103 S/_ •
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used to yield high-resolution performance over moderate fields of view.
These fields of view may individually cover moderate angles of 40 deg.
to 60 deg. The use of multiple objective lenses and separate pickup
tubes overcomes two of the most basic problems in pickup devicess
i) Optical limitations are controlled through limited angular coverage.
2) Net system resolution is now high and equal to that provided through
any individual channel.
Note ho_verj that considerable care must be exercised in beth the elec-
tronic and mechanical design in order to obtain and maintain accurate
alignment and registration of the final mosaicked electronic image and
resulting display.
Complex mechanical design problems exist, since angular motions of the
pickup cannot be simulated optically. Because the total field of view
comprises the fields of view from both objective systems, the rotation
of simple optical elements cannot simulate angular motion as is done in
present single objective systems. Electr_ic simulation of these motions
is extremely limited and imposes additional problems such as noise and
stability. Pitch, roll and yaw can be simulated by the rotation of the
entire pickup system about the entrance pupil. One such means of doing
this is shown in Figure 15 . The pickup system is mounted on three
rails, the center of curvature of each being coincident with the common
entrance pupil point. Each attitude motion is servo controlled. The
entire gimbal system is mounted on a bridge assembly to move in X, Y,
and Z.
_121o3 s/_
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The mechar_cal design must also permit system adjustments for alignment
purposes, yet be capable of maintaining this final alignment during all
maneuvers. Precautions such as para_el driving of pickup and pl_back
!
tube deflection yokes; highly stable amplifiers; common regulated pomr
!
supplies; and master as well as individual centering, trim J etc. controls
will aid in maintaining an electronical3_7 stable displ_.
!
  12103 S/4
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Vertical'Optics
Another approach to the problem of attaining an ultra-wide angle optical
pickup incorporates a single objective lens and a m_lti-cha_el television
system. The ultra-wlde angle objective (field of view in the vacinity
of 180 degrees) is oriented with its axis always pex,pendicular to the
terrain model dattm. A number of pickup tubes and supplementary optics
i
are positioned about the image surface of the objective system such that
each tube receives data from only a portion of the total image. These
fields of view overlap to insure continuity at the raster edges of each
pickup tube. Electronic correlation eliminates the overlap in the dis-
play field. The pickup is positioned to simulate altitude and plane-
metric location. Angular motions can be simulated by rotating the entire
pickup about the entrance pupil or by re-positioning the individual
pickup tube.
_J
A
v
This technique appears to offer the least return in terms of procurement
dollar cost and operating camplexity. Also if a dioptric lens syatem
or a catadioptric system having a firstreflective convex surface is used,
the problem of an internal pupil immediately limits the optimization of
working distance. Catadioptric system with external pupils are, on the
other hand severely limited by angular motion and general data transfer
restrictions.
II
Qm..i=o 
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Figure I6 is an optical schematic of the recommended design.
It consists of a r_fractive system with a ii0 degree field of
view employing the inclined image plane iconcept and a means to
correct distortions.
The optical probe schematic embodies such features that if manu-
factured it would represent a signiflca_t state-of-the-art ad-
vanoement in optical piokup devices. Two items of major sig-
nificance make this probe unique. The probe operates at low
f/numbers (approximately f/6) and at the same time images high
resolution data over the full format of the pickup tube.
|
It should be noted that previous designs of optical probes depended
on "stopping" the lens down until lighting requirements became un-
wieldy or resolution losses too severe or both. Lighting requirements
actually posed a thermal problem requiring means to dissipate the
heat buildup before the models melted. The lenses were stopped
down in the region of f/20 to f/30 for vidicons and f/40 to f/60
for image orthicons. Even at these f/no s. the depth of field problem
existed. The resolution limitations at these apertures sometimes
i
precluded even theoretically-perfect lens designs (diffraction limited
systems) from offering the desired resolution.
In _cmpliance with the specified goals of this program the optical
probe schematically illustrated offers the following potentials s
I. An effective depth of field which is infinite.
2. Maximum angular coverage without special pickup tubes or display
systems -80-
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3. A model working distance that will allow significantly-smaller
model scales to be used
4. The f_ll six degrees of freedom with minimum constraints on
!
realistic angular motion requirements
Closeness of approach to the model with this system is approximately
C
•.050 to .060 inches. This is determined by the distance the entrance
pupil is frca the model surface at closest approach. Since the
entrance pupil (center of perspective_ is located inside the first
of a dual prism arrangement the closeness of approach is dependent
on the prism size needed for the desired entrance pupil diemeter_ asd
location. Depending on the type of vehicle to be simulated the
entrance pupil would be located at model scale dimensions from the
center of ,gravity (pickup pitch axis].
a. ObJec*AveLeas
The objective leas is located Just beyond the second prism.
I
It is a multi-element lens similar in design to a microscopic
objective lens. An eyepiece-type of lens might also be
applicable. Depending on the objective lens design 9 selected
corrections to the resultant image rill have to be incl_
in the focusing and correction optics assemly.
J_. Aperture Compensation
Figurel7 illustrates the geometric relationships of the image-
forming process in the conventional manner° Aperture vignetting
occurs in a symmetrical fashion and is a function of field angle.
-82-
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FIGURE 17- IMAGING PHOCESSES
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In figure 17Bangle _ represents the central unvignetted
cone of light forming an image on axis. Angles _, and _A
are equal and less than _ . They represent image-forming
cones of light which are angularly displaced the sale amount
from the optical axis. Linear distance changes between the
entrance pupil and the object produce magnification changes
which increase or decrease angles _,, _, and_Z S. In the
conventional system the relative change of these cone angles
with respect to each other is generally negligible. The
absolute change in these cone angles for various object
distances however, cannot be ignored-especially for close
object distances (model to lens working distances). The
importance of these relations is given by the following
formula -
tB
F, -_
l. ( f/no. )2(_ Z + m )2
where z: _ = illmaination at the image plane (footcandles)
t = transmission of the optical system (t < i)
B = object brightness _ (footlamberts)
f/no. = relative aperture of the optical system
m = magnification
As mentioned previously, conventional systems must employ
high f/nos, in order to gain depth of field. This factor
coupled with the ef-fects of magnification severly limit
the useful energy co'ntributing to image formationo
-84-
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Coupled with the energy losses are the limitations imposed on
resolution. Using the criterion of perfect image formation based
on diffraction limited performance the resolution of an optical
system (circular aperture_ is given by the formula:
6
_J
O
i
O
Where =
1
R =
1.22A ( f/no.)
R = resolution (lines .per mm or lines per inch)
= wavelength of light (w..or inches)
Figure 17A represents the same geometric relationships (angles
of view, lens to model distance, etc.) as in figure ITB but now
the concept of the inclined image plane is used.
Aperture vignetting still occurs (generally this is a character-
istic of all optical systems) but the rotational symmetry of the
conventional system is only a special case under certain conditions
when the inclined image plane concept is used. In the inclined
image plane angles _/ and _ are not equal. The inequality of
angles _/ and _a does not remain constant but varies over a
wide range. Dynamic compensation will have to be made for this
condition.
Although a penalty must be paid in vignetting compensation the
advantages gained by using the oblique image plane more than off-
set these secondary effects. As illustrated in figures 17A and
17B the entrance pupils for the two systems are quite different in
size with the oblique system being approximately four times largero
Referring to _the equation --_.the illumination potential would
-85-
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increase approximately eleven times. The_equat_on yields a
fourfold increase in resolution. These advantages greatly
offset the dlfficul_lem of implementing the concept into
working hardware,
Oe Focussing
The focusing and optical path correction assembly performs
two basic functions. One function is to realign the optical
axis to pass through the s:lJn_ated vehicle center of gravity,
and the other is to provide a means of changing the objective
lens focus without moving a_ lenses. This is done as shown
in Figure 16 by moving two mirrors or _p_isms laterally.
=-
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De,_tatio n
The prism containing the entrance pupil rotates about the
pickup pitch axis. With this particular motion system
simulation of vehicle pitch must also employ the use of the
roll prism. As__ pitch prism is rotated it induces an
apparent vehicle roll motion. Proper de-rotation by the
roll prism cancels this induced mot!on and yields pure ve-
hicle pitch. Pure roll is simulated by rotating the roll
prism (Pechan prism_ about an axis parallel to the optical
axis. Vehicle yaw (level flight) is accomplished by a
rotation about the _ or heading axJ.s° Yaw simulation in
the presence of pitch requires rotatioM of the pitch prism_
the roll prism and the headin_ assembly. For heading changes
the lower assembly_ including all components between the model
and the focusing and correction optics assembly, are rotated about
b
ea_e_
cma-121o3
the _ axis.
e.
w
Distortion Correction
In order to present a high quality image at the display end,
the recommended optical pickup must be corrected for two
inherent distortions. These are: (I) distortion arising fr_ the
i
wide-field-of-view objective lens design; and (2) apparent dis-
tortion due to the inclined image plane concept. Both corrections
can be made in two major optical assemblies containing spheric and
aspheric elements. These elements are positioned for minimum
distortions through servo-controlled inputs which automatically
vary with vehicle attitude and altitude. The two assemblies
view the inclined image plane and relay an undistorted and
sharply focused image onto the surface of the television photo-
U
m
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ELEC_ONE_CAL DESIGN
a_. General
The optical pickup will require a servo system for each of the sim-
ulated vehicle attitude motions. In addition, serves will be needed
to i_slmnt focus, apert_e and distortion corrections. Total visual
system perfarmance requires that the pickup also be moved (with respect
to model terrain) in x, y, and z to simulate vehicle lateral, longitudinal
and altitude motions. These latter three motions are performed by servos
essential_ external to the plck_p proper md hence are beyoad the sc_pe
of this stu_.
The load requirements of the attitude serves have been determined and
desired goals of system performance have been defined. The focus,apert_e
and dlst_tlon correetlng servos are well within the c_rent state-or-
the art since stringent accuracy, rates and accelerations are not required
to perform these functions. Hence, the design feasibility of these servos
need not be considered in detail here.
Since the visual effects of vehicle attitude changes will be simulated
by the optical pickup it is desirable that the servos be capable of
providing angu_ accelerations, velocities and displacements character-
istic of a number of different vehicles_ Also the tracking or posltlcnal
accuracy of each servo system must be held within limits such that pickup
pointing accuracy, with respect to the__cc__uter attitude co_aand,
meet system requiremQnts.
88
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The following performance characteristics _have been selected as
design goals for each of the attitude serve systems:
accelerati_ - 2 rad/sec2
velocity - 2 rad/eec
Displacement - continuous
Positional trac_ accuracy - 2 - 3 _LinuteS of arc
The lead inertia that each serve must drive is given below.
S_sten DeserIptiou
The attitude serve systens are analog.uslng anoae ,serve wlth dc e_-
campensatien neteerks. The aeouraeT req_ire_nts dictate that a Type I_
serve systen be usedl with this type sys_eu a positional error between
Input and output occ=rs on_ d=ring aceeleration. The acceleration error
constant Ka based on an effective d_nanic error of 1.65 minutes (see
Page 97 ) and aceeleratlon of 2 tad/see 2 is equal to 4170 see-2 cr 72 db.
A two speed synebro sys_en is used to provide position feedback.
w
LA
_s
C.
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Roll Serve
Fig. 18is a block diagran of the roll serve. The inex_Lal load f_
this serve is a glass prlsnp whose appr_xiuate size is 2 inches high,
1.5 inches wide, and 1.5 inches deep, mounted in a rotation assembly.
Additional inertia is contributed by the fine and coarse synchro. The
total inertial load is calculated to be .O31 oz-in seo 2. The structural
effect of this load is negligible.
The total torque required to accelerate the load, overcome fricti_
and compensate for gearing efficiency was calculated to be .O81 i_u-oz.
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A Kearfott CMO-O132-450 size eight, 26 vac_ 400 cps servo motc_ was
chosen. Its characteristics are listed below.
I. No load speed = 7000 rpm +7%.
2. Inertial time constant = .005 sec
3. Stall torque = .34 in-oz +_7%.
4. Rotor inertia - .18 gm cm2.
The motor transfer function of shaft posit_on to applied motor term-
inal voltage_ is 28
in the lag function I
17-- ÷ 1
because it occurs at least four octaves above the motor inertial time
constant and will have very little effect on the system dynamics. The
calculated motor gain is 28 radians per sec per volt.
. The reflected load inertia is included
The electrical time constant is omitted
_a4J
_J
Because of the characteristics of the roll prima the image will rell
at a rate of twice the prism rate. Therefore, the gear ratia 9 based
on maximum velocity of I radian per second and a motor speed of 3500
rpmp is 366:1. The reflected load inertia to the output shaft of the
motor is less than the motor armature inertia.
I
An integrator is needed to provide the additional integration _ to
make the servo loop a type II loop. The integrator gain is 4. The
lead compensation(_o +I) in the feedback of this amplifier is for
loop stability. The lead-lag network _ + i cancels the effects of
91
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the re°Set lag IS-_-+ 1 1"179 '
This lead-lag network, which has a gain of 0.445 V_, plus the lead
neck in the feedback of the amplifier provide the proper phase
and gain _rgin required for a sta_ loop.
The data switch separates the fine and coarse synchro inputs. It has
a gain of 0._ v/v for the fine syachro input and a gain of approxlaately
I v/y fer the cearse syaehre input. The gain of the fine synobre input
signal to the data switch is 700 v/tad.
The demodulator changes the a= modulated carrier signal to dc. This
change is required for the compensation networks. Colpensation can
be achieved more easily at de than with the modulatsd carrier ae signal.
The gain of the demodulator is approrhaately 1 v/v.
%;
o
z
°.
The modulater changes the dc signal back to an ac ei_al. Its output
is the input to the ac amplifier which drives the an servo motor. The
gain of this aplifier, based on a Ka of _170 see "2, is 250 v/v.
The open loop Bode diagraa is sheen in Fig.19. The _easured gain and
phase margin from this diagram indicate a stable loop.
The closed loop Bode diagram Shown in Fig. 20 was obtained from the
open loop data and a Nichols chart. The diagram shows that the loop
has a bandwidth of 170.0 radians and a damping ratio_ (_eta) of approx-
imately 0.5.
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The dupSns ratio can be chanpd bY varying _he _plif_r gain or by
additional cospensat_on.
Yaw _rvo
The smae procedure and steps _re ea_ied out on the anticipated yaw
assemb_7 of the optical pickup. _he c aleulated moment of inerti a
based _ the prelimlnm7 size and weighSs is 00_ _-in-see 2. It is
assumed that the complianoe bergen the meter output shaft and the
toad oan be made large enough tO neglect structural effects. The
bleek dlagran is shown in Fig. 21. The open loop_ mid elaeed loop •
diagrams are the sine as %hoee sho_n in Fig. 19 and Fig. 20 fer the
rell investigation. The on_ items that change are the gear tralnj
the motorp the lead-lag compensation netwark, and the gain of the ae
a_A_Ae_ The l_ger load inertia requi_es an Increue in _he |ea_
train ratio to _30:i. This change in _ar ratio calls far a meter
with a higher no-lead speed of IO, OOO rpm. A _aystr_ 8N_-H 81ze 8
mot_ can be used. The transfer function of the motor plus the re-
flected inertia i8 31.8
The lead-lag e_ensat_on network transfer function changes %0,
.I_ _--_ + I . The ae a_lifier gain would _hange f_ea
207 v/v to 827 v/vl however, the change in gain of the lead-lag net-
_rk calls far adc _mplificatlon stage between the network and the
•odulat_r to increase the signal level at this point. _ The gain ef thls
_lifier is _ v/v and therefore changes the ao amplifier galn req_i_e-
merits from 827 v/v to 207 v/v.
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.S- Pitch Servo
The pitch servo load is a very small prisn whose inertia may be neg-
lected. The loop will be basically the same as the roll servo loop
with the exception of a change in the gear ratio and ac amplifier gain
i !
which is due to a change in naximm prism velocity from one radian per
second to two radians per second.
For all practical purposes the compensation network could remain un-
changed since the change in the inertial time constant of the mot_
armature and reflected lead inertia _uld be very small.
The open and closed loop Bode diagrams would be the sane as shown in
Fig. 19and Fig_Orespectively.
_. Err_Diecueeion
The total angular error that can be present in the servo systems dis-
cussed consists of two ccuponents, static errers and dynmic errors.
6
o
0
_z
Z
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The static errors are caused by th_ manufacturing tolerances and
friction present in the compknents which are used in the system. Som8
of these errors can be minimized butnone Can be completely eliminated.
Systen alignment errors also fall into this category. "
Dynamic errors will result in an angular misalignmen_ between the ref-
erence and the command in the servo system whenever there is a cha_e
in the reference positionj velocityp or acceleration. The magnitude
of those errors depends on the type of servo system chosen. The type II
system discussed above permits dynamic positional error to occur on_y
during acceleration. _
 -121os
The static errors considered applicable are synchre manufacturlng
error_ sYnchro gearing, syncbro alignment, drift, noise, and i_ct_on.
In a size 8 synchro a manufacturing error of five, seven or ten mim_tes
of are can be expected. However, by selectivity this error can be re-
duced to three minutes. The three minutes cam be reduced further by
using a two-speed synehro system. A 31-te-I gear ratio between the
fine and coarse syng_ reduces the error te _ x 3 or .o97 minutes
or approximately 0_I m_au_e. At leut 0.S of a minute can be ezpee_e4
in the synchre gearing even with anti-backlash gears and another 0,_
1
minute for synchro aligament. It is antielpated that _rift, noise,
and _iction will oentribmte an additional 0.5 of a minute of arc.
o
u
_he _o_al erre_ ie based on the root ewe square m_hod. Therefore, the
total error is equal to the square root of the sum of the squares of the
static d_aaic _,,or8. _e de_-!__edtotal error is 2 m_inute_y--- -_ defin-
ition. Thus aaxlmma _mic error allowable is about I._ Linute8.
This dynamic error along with the maximum acceleration is used to cal-
culate the system Ka.
_. Conclusions
Based on the above discussion it appears theoretical_y feasible to
design the pitch sad yaw serve systems to meet the 2-minute accuracy
goal. The effective roll serve accuracy _ill be about 2.8 minutes. The
!
_11 _s_ introduces a" two-to-one increase in image rotation _aleh in-
creases the effec_ of the static serve system errors. However, bhe
effective dynamic error can be maintained at 1.65 min_te_.
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_LEVISION SYSTKM DESIGN
General
i
The television equipment used in conjunction with the optical pickup de-
vice must be capable of providing a very high quality display in order to
maximize utilization of the optical pickup capabilities. In addition to
high perfox_ance it is desirable that the television equipment be of com-
pact design and capable of reliable operation under dynamic conditions
such as associated with a moving bridge assemb_7 (camera) or cockpit
motion system (display device).
t
The camera system could employ either a vidicon or an image orthicon to
obtain the resolution given below (part b. ) hence other system considera-
tions _AS_ be used_ including the availabillt_ o5 high resolution equip-
ment, to determine which tube type to employ. The image orthicon (I0)
is considerably more sensitive than the vidicon and has a lower lag char-
acteristic. However, the signal to noise ratio is lo_r than that asso-
ciated with a vidicon. The signal to noise ratio is determined by the
image orthicon itself while external circuitry limits the vidicon. Also,
the image orthicon is much larger than the vidicon and is somewhat limited
in operating orientation hence requiring a larger mechanical design,
higher power requirements and limited operating position. The vAdicon
image format is smaller, which is an advantage as far as the optical
design is concerned. Equipment availability (See appendix H) indicates
that industry has employed the vidicon tube more extensively in high
quality television systemso
I, m • II III I I I II I II I I IlUl I I
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It is reccmmended_in light of the above, that a 1-1/2 inch vidicon camera
be used. Better centerto edge resolution can be obtained with a 1-1/2 inch
vidicon and operating adjustments are less critical as compared to a one-
inch vidicon. A television monitor is also recommended as a means of
displaying the imagery Since presently available monitors offer higher
picture qual ty capabilities _:thancurrent projection systems.
Min4,m Raq r en .....
The television system should have the following minimum performance char-
acteristics : ...-........:.
I. Vertical resolution of 800:.tele.vlsi_m limes
e
8
4.
5.
6.
Horizontal resolution of i000 television lines center,
700 television lines corner. 4:3 aspect ratio
Ten shade8 of gray distinguishable
Vertical and horizontal scan linearity of +I percent on axis.
Raster or geometric distortion of +2 percent.
Signal to noise ratio goal of 40 db.
The camera-control should include the following featuresl
I. High peaker circuit
2. Aperture correction
3. Automatic-or-manual target-control circuit
4. Keyed clamp circuit
5. Sweep protection
6. Variable gamma correction
7. Peak white clipper circuit
I00
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c, Special Considerations
In order to improve overall television system performance consideration
should be given to the possibility of incorporating special circuitry
such as vertical aperture correction (to improve vertical resolution)
and lag reduction circuitry (to improve dTnanie response).
Also the possibility e_ists for some image distortion correction to be
incorporated into the television system. This correction would be per_
formed by introducing nonlinearities into the sweep circuits. This type
of correction would preferabl_ be performDd in the display device in order
to minimize the effects on the display quality.
The magnitude of the distortion correction obtained by this means will
necessarily be quite limited because of the electronic problems associated
with the vet high scanning rates.
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SECTION V - FUT_E PROSPECTS
\
HOLOGRAPHY
Information-storage problems invariably have been a major consideration in
simulation devices. Relief models in particular have offered the most
straightforward means of data starage and retrieval in visual dis_l_s of
large landmasses. This, in turn; has led to large models because of scale,
factor considerations. Problems are further compounded by the requirements
for servosystmas, model illumination; support and drive structures, and space
facilities to house the complete system equipaent. ,.,
Recent technological advances have brought about means of storing three-
dimension information in great detail on a single transparency. The process_
called holography; employs physical optics technology and coherent light. The
two a_,_,_aiOZ_l @ra_L--e_¥ (hologram) is a recording of the frequency an4
phase relationships of light waves reflected from a three-dlmensional object
iiimainated by a coherent s_,__ce. Visually: the hologram itself is unintell-
r
igible data. A playback system siBilar to that which creates the holograa
yields an aerial image in three dimensions.
This technique has three principal advantages:
I. The transparency size is not directly related to data stored; i.e.;
a small piece can be cut out of the hologram, and the c_plete scene
still will be reproduced. This is because information from a poin t
on the object is spread over the complete hologram. Conversely; each
point on the hologram records data from every point of the illul_nated
object.
i02
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2. Resolution in the image is inherently high. The image does not
suffer abberation problems encountered by optical systems.
3. It is possible to change the image size without appreciable loss
of resolution.
Two approaches for implementing this technology are presently considered.
An optical pickup device could be used without restrictions on simulated
scaled altitude due to entrance pupil diameter. It also appears feasible
to combine fss-transparency systems with holography to introduce three-
dimensional data.
GAC is currently pursuing analytical and empirical studies of various co-
herent optical techniques to be used for visual-simulation data generation
and _rocessing. This work is being funded under an in-house developmen_
program and will employ a continuous-wave gas laser.
D
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2. COMPONENTS
a. Telev_ion Pickup Tube Improvements
The Plumbicon and SEC vidicon appear to offer considerable develop-
mental potential for improved television performance. The Plumbicon
(vidicon type tube) has a very low _ characteristic and somewhat
higher sensitivity than the vidicon. At the Rresent time available
one inch Plumbicons are limited to 700 - 800 TV lines of resolution.
However, development of 1-1/2 inch or larger tubes would increase the
resolution capabilities thus permitting its use in high resolution
systems and the realization of the impo_ant advantages of increased
sensitivity, and particularly the improved dynamic response due to
the low lag characteristic. Development work is currently progress-
ing toward this end.
D
The SEC vidicon also has a low lag characteristic as well as several
hundred times the sensitivity of the vidicon; however, presently
available tubes, _hich employ magnetic deflection and focusing, are
limited in resolution to 700 - 800 TV lines and are physically large.
An electrostatic laboratory version of the tube however, considerably
reduces its physical size. Theoretical resolution capability of the
SEC target is on the order of 2000 TV lines or better; hence it can be
expected that much higher resolution will be attainable from future
tubes. This improved tube would generate high resolution, low lag
television displays with very low (compared to a vidicon) photocathode
illumination. Both the SEC vidicon and the Plumbicon have good signal-
to-noise ratios.
The focus projection and scanning
" :Qm-Zno3-s/_......
(FPS) vidicons by _ reduce the
physieal size (shorter tube envelope) and operating power of pickup
tubes while maintaining good resolution. Present tubes have a elp-
ability of 600 TV lines I hesever, future tubes wail probab_ have
increased resolution. Ph_sical_ smaller high resolution TV cameras
requiring less power eould result from further application of this
concept.
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Goodyear Aerospace Corporation (GAC) is currently conducting, for the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Marshall Space
Flight Center, a study of wide angle optical systems for use in visual
simulations.
An initial task of this contract, NAS 8-I1775, is to survey the present
state of the art and impending developments. This is to be a two-part
task consisting of: (i) queries to industry, research organisations and
government agencies; and (2) visits to selected respondents' facilities
for further information.
As an organization having interest in the field of visual simulation
or related fields, your facility has been selected as a possible source
of pertinent information. You are invited to submit information pertaining
to concepts, designs, subsystems or components which may be directly applicable
to:
i. Optically generated wide angle visual simulation imagery (from terrain
or other models) having infinite depth of field for all situations
down to extremely small object distances.
2. Imagery generated from other than three dimensional terrain model
storage, having either or both of the speciTic qualities (large
angular field and infinite depth of field) cited in (i).
B-I
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i. Physical and Technical Problems in the Development of TV Camera Tubes, NASA
Document No. N64-31330, September 1964.
2. Feasibility for Research Application of Visual Attachments for Dynamic Flight
Simulators, Report No. i State-of-the-Art-Survey of the Visual Simulation
Industry, Human Sciences Research Incorporated Report No. HR-RR-62/7-Mk-X,
_u_v 1962.
3. Space Flight Visual Simulation Systems, Volume 16, Part 2 of Advances in
Astronautical Sciences, The American Astronautieal Society, September 1963.
4. Feasibility Study Wide Angle Television Display, General Electric Report No.
_6-ELS-?4, November 1956.
5. Final Report, Design Study, UFS-2, NASA Document No. N63-15804, September 1962.
6. Basic Development Accomplished on Wide-Angle Non-Progrmmmed Visual Presenta-
tions, Volume I, Technical Report NAVTRAE_VCEN 404, April 1959.
7. Basic Development Accomplished on Wide-Angle Non-Programmed Visual Presenta-
tions, Volume II, Technical Report NAVTRAIEVCEN 404, APril 1959.
8._ A Study of Visual Simulation Techniques for Astronautical Flight Training,
WA_D Technical Report No. 60-756, March 1961.
9. Investigation of 360-degree Nonprogrammed Visual Presentation, DDC Document
No. AD-291468, June 1962.
lO. AIAA/NASA Third Manned Space Flight Meeting, AIAA Publications No. CP-IO,
November 196_.
ll. Pilot's Control of Lifting Body Simulation, Aviation Week and Space Tech-
nology, 4 May 1964.
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12. Langley Simulators Perform Visual Tasks, Aviation Week and Space TechnologY ,
13 April 1964.
13. All-Weather TV Display Adds Realism to Simulated Landings, Control Engineering,
February 1963.
14. Minimizing The Effects of Vidicon Lag with a Long Video Delay Line, IRE
Transactions on Broadcasting, Vol. PaBC - 7 August 1961.
15. Secondary Electron Conduction (SEC) For Signal Amplification and Storage in
Camera Tubes, Proceedings of the IEEE, September 1964.
16. The Plumbicon, A New Television Camera Tube, Philips Technical Review,
Volume 25, 1963/64.
17, Development of Visual Simulation Techniques for Astronautical Fligh_ Trainln s
Vol. I, Tech. Documentary Report No. AMRL-TDR-63-54.
18. Development of Visual Simulation Techniques for Astronautical Flight Training
Vol. II, Tech. Documentary Report No. AMRL-TDR-63-54.
19. A Survey of Simulators used as Tools for Research, Design and Development,
Aerospace Information Report AIR779, 20 June 1964.
20. Omnirama Lens System for Dynamic Simulation of Visual Perspective, Technical
Note 617-633, September 1963.
21. Boeing Space Flight Simulator, Brochure
22. Low-Altitude, High-Speed Visual Acquisition of Tactical and Strategic Ground
Targets - Part i, D6-2385-I, August 1964.
23. Langley Research Center Simulation Facilities for Manned Space Missions_
April 1963.
24. Discussion of Existing and Planned Simulators for Space Research, August 1964_
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25. Simulation Envirumaent, Tech. Facilities Manual, Volume III, NAFEC, April 1965_
26. GPS Visual Flight Attachments for Flight Simulators, General Spec SD/_O/S
Is_ae I, October 1964.
27. Theory and Operation of Step-Servo Motors, EDN Design Data, July 1963.
28. AC & DC Servomotors, Systems Designer Handbook , January 1965.
29. Final Report, Automobile Simulator Feasibility Study. Cornell Aeronautical
Laboratory, Buffalo, N.Y., November 1958.
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3,O33,O62 (U.S.), Inverted Telephoto Objectives, Nay 1962
3,O39_360 (U.S,), Lens With Remote Entrance Pupil, June 1962
3,030,857 (U.S.), Image Rotating Optical System, April 1962
2,947_219 (U.S.)_ Wide Angle Objective Lens, August 1960
2,579,177 (U.S.)_ Optical Projection Apparatus, December 1951
2_979,832 (U.S.), Visual Simulator For Flight Training Device, April 196X
2,591,752 (U.S.), Flight Trainer, April 19_2
3,O76_271 (U.S.), Flight Training and Evaluating E_lui_ment , February 1963
3,O52,753 (U.S.), Image Projection Apparatus, September 1962
3jOTlb87_; (U.S.)_ Me'.hc_ and Means For Oorree_,iag FarLllaz
3,015,988 (U.S.), Perspective Alteration Meatus, January 1962
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APPENDIX F - P_LIMINAE[ SPECIFICATION_ ADVANCED OPTICAL PICKUP SYS_IS '_;:_",,
I. SCOPE
i.I This document defines requirements for a family of unprogra_med real time
visual simulation optical pickup systems which will provide imagery of ex-
treme field and depth of field at minimum working distances.
2. PURPOSE
2.1 These" optical pickup systems shall be movable under computer control relative
to an object surface in such a manner as to provide a continuous view which
will be analogous to that seen from a spacecraft or aircraft under_ ing six-
degree-of-freedua maneuvers.
U
3.1 Components - The optical pickup shall consist of the following major ccmpo-
nents I
Item Nomenclature Reference Paragraph
I Objective Lens System 3.5.1
2 Compensation System 3.5.2
3 Angular Motion System 3.5.3
4 Interface & Control System 3.5.4
3.2 Selection of specifications and standards- specification and standards shall
be selected in accordance with good government and commercial practice as
reflected in comparable systems of recent manufacture. Final selection shall
be based upon review by the procuring agency of contractor preliminary detail
design layouts and supporting technical datao
|iii i j i
o
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3.3 A major objective shall be the attainment of a design which provides self-
compensation and inherent automation so as to permit the maximum degree of
utilization with existing visual simulation system designs. These inherent
qualities shall be such as to minimize the need for additional computation or
special signal processing_exterior to the optical pickup/visual system inter-
face.
3.3.1 Design of the pickup shall be such that overall size and weight shall be kept
to a minimum compatible with functional requireaents.
3,3.2 Visual interface - The pickup shall termiaate in an adapter assembly which
shall permit attachment to the majority of comparable visual simulator
translational systems by a Lini_um of modification to the latter.
3.3.3.Covers - Dust, and safetx covers shall be provided for meoha_cal gear as-
semblies where dust or ot_er foreign matter would degrade the operation of
the system.
3.3.4 Calibration and alig_nent - The following calibration and alignment prowl-
sions shall be incorporated in the system design.
a. Means to accurately establish kno_ input conditions (command sisals)
to the system.
b. Means to establish and verify the physical location of the system entrance
pupil or look point relative to a viewed surface_ and the pointing direction
(in three-dimensional space) of the system optical axis in terms of vis-
ually-indicated angular motion axes settingso
c. Means to accurately pre-set_ by mechanical and/or e_ectrica_ control_ any
desired optical-axis pointing direction.
,I
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3.3.5 Interlocks - Protective interlocks with an override capability shall be
provided on the angular motion system. Provision shall be made to trans-
mit a signal to the altitude motion system of a visual simulator with which
the optical pickup is used, in order to freeze or reverse vertical motion
in case of impending hazard to the pickup or viewed surface.
3.3_6 Human factors _equirements - The following human factors requiremnt8 shall
be incorporated into the design.
3.3.6.1 Safety provisions - The system shall provide maximum protection fraa
I
electrical and mechanical hazards to operating and maintenance persoaael.
3.3.6.2 Maintenance - The system shall be designed to permit ready access to all
A_uncticnal subassemblies for maintenance and calibration purposes.
3,_.7 Drawings - The contractor shall provide preliminary functional sehematiea
and layout drawings for approval of the procuring agency prior to mama-
facture of the hardware. Final drawings shall be submitted at the time
of formal acceptance.
3.4 Performance - The optical pickup shall operate as specified herein through-
out ambient room temperatures ranging from +16 ° to +38°C. This may be
accomplished either by maintaining component perfca_nance through the
temperature range or by proper air conditioning of the units. The
optical pickup shall withstand temperatures, while nonoperable, of -_00
to +55°C for long periods of time without sustaining permanent damage
to ccmponents.
F°3
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3.5 Component description - Optical pickup system components shall function
in the manners and with the accuracies and tolerances specified in the
following paragraphs.
3.5.1 Objective lens system - An objective lens system shall be used which shall
1
i
provide a constant field of view of i00 or more degrees. The lens system
shall consist of existing or special multi.ele_nt designs.
i
3.5.1.1 Entrance pupil - The location of the objective _ns system entrance pupil
shall be optimized to permit minimum working distances in relation
the viewed surface.
3.5.1.2 Aperture ratio - The objective lens system shall be designed to operate
in conjunction with the rest of the optical pickup such that resulting
aperture ratios (f/nos.) shall be at all times optimized in terms c_
depth of field and television pickup tube illumination requirements.
Minimum aperture ratios shall be no larger than f/lO.
3.5.1.3 Resolution - Resolution shall be maximized to obtain the least possible
degrading effect on the performance of any visual simulation system with
3.5.2
which the optical pickup may be used.
Compensation system - A compensation system shall be provided which shallj
through the use of electrically ccntrolled mechanical linkages, mini-
mize the effects on the final system imagery of all distortions, aberra-
tions and other fixed and variable phenomena inherent in the selected
objective lens system design.
 R-InO3
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3.5.2.1 Final imagery - The final imagery shall be a scaled analog of imagery
which would be generated by a rectalinearly-propagating optical system
having the performance specified in paragraph 3.5.1. The imagery shall
be such as to be readily fecusable _ She photocathode of a closed cir-
cuit television camera pickup tube for transformation and routing to _n
electronic display system which is capable of reconstructing the per-
spective ge_e_ry of the objective lens systen field of view.
3.5.2.1.1 Masking - Means shall be provided to effectively vary the format of
the final imagery to accommodate various aspect ra_ios used or desired
in existing visual simulation systems. Fonuat changes shall be ac-
c_,plished in a simple, direct manner as by replacement of masking
aperture s,
3.5.2.1.2 Format size - Format size of the final imagery shall be fixed. The
contractor shall recommend a format size in keeping with the current
state of the television camera pickup tube art and with consideratio _ for
the tube sizes in current use in existing visual simulation systems. The
I
contractor shall investigate the feasibility of providing an optical
pickup design which will provide readily changeable format sizes.
3.5.2.2 Aperture effects - The effects of the aperture on image illumination
shall be optimized through the operating range of the pickup. Aperture
size shall be closely controlled to assure maximum depth of field while
maintaining adequate light levels at the final imagery plane.
F-5
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3.5.2.3 Distortion - Optical means shall be employed to remove distortions due
3.5.3
to the type of objective lens used, and also those resulting from any
special methods of pickup system optimization, including both optical
L
and mechanical performance considerations.
Angular motion system - The angular motion system _all recreate the
variations in geometric perspective of the pilot or observer due to
vehicle attitude changes. The angular motion system shall operate in
i
conjunction with the rest of the optical pickup to permit wide variations
in the position of the lookpoint relative to the simulated vehicle center
of gravity.
3.5.3.1 Motion servos - The three vehicle attitude motions shall be conputer
commanded via servo-controlled mechanical linkages. The servos shall be
high precision types which will provide the following performance as a
design objective:
a. Maximum acceleration
b. Maximum velocity
c. Displacement
d. Positional tracking accuracy
2 radians/sec 2
2 radians/sec
Continuous
2-3minutes of arc
3.5.3.2 System pointing accuracy - Angular motion system pointing accuracy shall be
better than flwm minutes of arc as a design objective.
3.5.3.3 Lookpoint stability - The entrance pupil location shall represent the
lookpoint of the simulated vehicle occupant and shall be maintained at
a point in space which shall not vary by any detectable smount as a result
of optical pickup system angular motion. The criterion for detecta-
bility shall be the presence or absence of apparent changes in simulated
altitude or slant ranges resulting solely frum pickup angular motion
F-6
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system operation. This criterion shall be tested by e_ation of a
geometrically-correct display of selected object informtion viewed by
the optical pickup. The optical pickup shall be tested in the absence
of translational motion. The contractor shall perform a preliminary
analysis to determine acceptable quantitative values of lookpoin_
variation, and define me, otisfor acc_rate_ measuring the performance
i
of the delivered system.
3.5. Interface and control system - The interface and control system shall
operate in conjunction with the rest of _e optical picknp to accept
c_puter or looallF-generated coNaand signals.
3.5.4.1 Local control - An optical pickup control panel shall be provided with
slewing switches which shall be usable for locking out colputer-genera@ed
I i i
command information and re-positioning the attitude motion axes for cali-
bration, and maintenance _purposes. Slewing rates shall be pro-set to pro-
vide two effective rotational velocities. A coarse rate shall provide
rapid moticu. A fine rate shall permit very precise alignment to achieve
any desired optical axis pointing directiont The panel shall be le-
eatable up to iO feet from the pickup.
3.5.4.2 Readout - A display shall be provided to iadicate precise instantaneous
coordinate values on each of the three angular motion system axes.
3.5.4.3 Separa_ operation - Appropriate power supplies, interlocks and controls
shall be provided to permit operation of the optical pickup system in
complete isolation from the other portions of a visual simulation systmao
3.5.4.4 Racks and cabinets - Standard electronic racks and cabinets shall be pro-
/
vided to house power supplies, servo amplifier_ and related equipment
in a location up to iO feet from the optical pickup. F-?
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3.5.5
3.5.6
i
Radio frequency interference - Filter networks, shielding and other re-
quired means shall be employed to minimize _e propagation of system-
generated radio frequency interference to adjacent sensitive electronic
equipamnt such as television, servomechani_ or calibration and mainte-
nance test equipment.
Crew compartment motion compatibility kit -_The compatibili4_ kit for
simulators with cockpit motion shall Snclude components and circuitry
necessary to compute difference bank and difference pitch angles as
camera or optics inputs. These difference _ngles shall be equal to the
simulator computed angles minus the actual cockpit motion angles.
e
4.1
,4.2
4.3
4.4
QUALITY ASSURANCE
Responsibility - The contractor is responsible for the performance of
all inspection requirements as specified herein. The contractor may
utilize his own or any other inspection facilities and services accepta-
ble to the procuring agency. Yaspection records of the examination and
tests shall be ksp_ complete and available U specified in the c_'_act
or olwlere +
Classification of tests -The inspection and testing of the optical
pickup shall consist of acceptance tests.
Test conditions - The acceptance tests shall be conducted _nder opera-
tional atmospheric conditions as specified in paragraph 3.4
Acceptance tests - Each optical pickup shall be subjected to the fol-
....lowing:
a. Visual examination of product
b. Optical, electrical and mechanical performance F-8
II I
Contractor-prepared test outline - _he contractor shall prepare a test
outline which shall define detailed procedures whereby the compliance
of :the delivered optical pickup with the requirements of this specifica-
tion may be quantitatively and qualitatively verified, /
PREPARATION FOR DELIVEI_
Preservation and packaging - The contractor shall submit to the prying
agency for approval a detailed plan for preservation and packaging of
the complete optical pickup system, It is recommended that this shall
include layout sketches of a special container for the optical pickup
assembly proper,
J
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APPENDIX G - OBLIQUE OPTICS, MATHEMATICAL DESC_RIPTION
/
The following is a general mathematical description of oblique optics based on
first order theory. The following is a list of the parameters involved,together
with their description. The coordinate system has been chosen so that the x axis
is _co-llnear with the optical axis, and the y axis perpendicular to it at the
entrance pupil of the lens. (Refer to Figure _ .)
=
h = height of lens above object plane
= depression angle of optical axis
= instantaneous look angle
T = angle between inclined image plane and optical axis
Rs - slant range
Rg = ground range
s = object distance for which lens is sharply focused
m = magnification = image distance/object distance =
image height/object height
Basic Geometr_
The lines extended from the image plane, object plane and nodal plane of the lens
intersect at a common point for a finite set of conjugates as shown in Figure _ .
The following proof of 1_Is statement - although not unique to this program - is
presented here for the sake of completeness.
G_R-_03 S/4
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The point SlI on the image plane is given by:
_/_I=I_!_+1
Xl xI
(i)
Yl = _I = _ _;1= o
xl
The point s2 on the image plane is similarly found.
x2 = X2 F
X2-F
Y2 - x2 Y2 = _
X2 X2-F
(2)
(s)
(%)
The equation of the line formed by sI s2 is found from:
x2-xI _2"_i_
Xl =-XI, x2 =-X2' Yl = O, andY2
8
: Then:
_| x+_-
y = -J2(x + xl)
Xl-X2
In the coordinate system being used (see figure _ ),
= -Y2"
At the y intercept,
Y = -XI Y2
xl x2
(6),
(7)
G.-_
Likewise, the equation of the line formed by s_l_6'2 is found from equation (5)
with the x and y values given in equationS(1) through (_).
X2F X_F
X2-F XI-F
X(XI-F)- XlF
XI-F
xlx_'_FLxlx_+xF_
xlx2xIF-x#÷F2
x(XI-_)-XIF. XlX2-XIF-XZ÷F2. Y(X2-F)
Xl-F F2(Xl-X2). F_2
y = xL_(XI-F)[XlX2-XIF-Xff÷F2]-X,##2 [X,Xo-XIF-X#+IF2]
_2(XI=X2)(xlx2-x_-x#+F2)
.=
°.
L
= xX2(Xl-;)-x_F
F (XI-X2) (8)
At the y intercept, x = 0 and
y = -XIY 2
(Xl-X2)
(9)
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Equations (9) and (7) eqaal and s(Ojl)" 9'(O,Y) a.d the ilne s'Is'2 intersee%_
the y axis at the same point as does t_e ]ine 61s2.
_¢a.tlon o$ I_,,.__1_ne
The general equation of a straight line can be expreO_ as8
y-'reX+ bp
and from equation C8),
m - Y2(xl_)
_a b--xxY2
FCxx-x2) Cxl.x2)
Now from Figure _ ,
Y2
_t
(x_- x2)
= tamp
k
Then t
Z
|
h ,_ -_)
m - i_.tan_ ( 'sin_<F
m -( h - ,r,,Li,n_)
F cos_ (zo)
tan
sin
b = - h
cos
(n)
III t I I I t I
=R  13o
I I I I
Then Eq. (8) becomes, in the x-y coordinate system_
sin _ - h
y x(h-_ cos • )
= COS
(2)
The equation of the image plane in the
y'x' system my be found from
x' = x cos f + y sin_
y' = y co s_ - x sin
(13)
Now
= - _ and sin@P) = - sin_
cos@_) = cos_
Then (13) becomes
X ! = X COS
y' = y cos_
(_)
o
A
z
At sl,y = 0 andfrom(12),5 =
X ! =
1
hF cos_
h'-F sin_
hF sin_
Y'I = h-F sin_
h?
h-F sin
At s'2, x = 0 and from (12) y = _ h
CO S '_
x' = h tan_
2
Y'2 = - h
• SO
,and
(15)
(16)
....
Using (5), the equation of a line,
mR Z2130s/&
I
x' hFcos _ y, hF sin
h-F sin_ = h-F sin
htan_ - hF cos
h -F sin_
hF sin_
- h -
hi- F sin
y' = X'( h COS
F-h sin
h F (17)
") - F-h sin
Image Plane Orientation
The angle at which the oblique image plane intersects the x-axis (optical
axis of lens) is defined as T
Ytan_- = ------
Sl
Now
S !
1
si F
sI -F
U
o
i;
and
y_ h
COS
tan_ = h(s I - F)
siF cos_
sI = h/sin
tanT = h - F sin_ (is)
F cos_
G-7
p,.
_.=
:D
..=.
;J
o
L
It should be noted that the plane of zero distbrtion is 90° to the optical
axis so that taut = _ = This occurs if P = 90°, which is expected. It
should also be noted that tan T is large if h is greater than F or if _
large. Eq. (18) can be normalized by defining _ = Q.is Then
rant = Q-sln 
cos (19)
Figure 2, is a graph of _ vs P for particular Q values. If_ is to be large
(_" Sq"-_ =. ) thenh__ 2F.
D£stort,ion
Where :'longitudinal magnification is not equal to unity,
distortion is inherent in the inclined image plane concept. That is, the
image of the model surface focused on the inclined image plane does not meet
the standard definition of a distort£onless image. The following is an
analysis of this distortion.
Define R as the ratio of x (axial distance from lens to any intersection
point on the image plane) to xo (the distance from the lens to the point at
which the image plane crosses the x axis), The point xo determines the io-
cation along the x axis at which the plane of zero distortion is located,
Fram Eq, (12)=
h-F sinP h
y = x (F cos - cos
y =x tan_ -u_ o X
h+F sin_ h
x(tan_J - F cos_ ) = " cos_
X i
hF
h - F sinY-F cos2 tan_
Figure
hF
Xo = h - F sin_
G-_
_z_i2zo3 s_
!)
3O°
FIGUI_ 2: _ V8
60 °
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x h-F sin
R = x o = h-F sin_ -F cos_ _m_
_12zo3 s/_
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(20)
Since 0 cR<_ must hold for a real image, h has an upper bound of h > F
sin_ + F cos_ _anw and a lower bound of h>F sin_ .
Equation (20) may be simplified by expressing h in terms of F.
h - QF. Then,
q -=_z_
R- Q-slnP - cos P tan_
Let
(21)
The boundry conditions become
and
Q > sln_ + cos_ tan_ (_or + ,,_ )
o
,?
I 0.,
=.
3.2
Figure _ shows the plot of Q vs _ for particular values of_ . The curves
define the minimum value of Q for given values of _ and_u for which R =_.
Q must be greater than _in in order to have a correctable s_stem.
Percent Distortion
The magnitude of the perspective distortion is _st presented in terns of %.
Define % _ a _s the percent of distortion. Then,
Am - xo - x x 100 (22)
Xo
Fro= Eq. (12) and Figure S ,
y= x ( h- F sin_ h
'"F' cos'_' ) "_
@-t0
0,8-
]._o
_vs
_0
_ _pmssi_ _g_
6,o° io75
i
i
I
|
90 o
_R-121o3s_
y = X _an_
h -F ,in_
x( "_m_ - ( ' F cos
h
') " - cos
hF
= " h - F' 's_ • -F cos _ _,m
bF,
%AI,,
hF hF
i i ii
h-F sin _ h-F si_ -F cos _
i
hF
i i
h -F sln_
x I00
i
z
Z
F cos _ _,a@
%Am. F cos_ tan_+ Fsin_ -h x i00
h
Eq. (23) may also be normalized by defining Q = V " Then,
+cos _ tan_ x I00
%_m= cos _ tenW + sin_ -q
Note that % A m = 0 if _ = 2_ which represents conventional optics.
(2_)
(21,)
% A m is small if Q is large (h >F F) and _o small, as might be expected.
Figures _ and 6 are plots of % A mvs C_ for particular values of Q = I,
2, 3, and4 ,rid_-,O°,-and45°.
Depth of Field
The primary advantage of the inclined image plane _ystem is an effectively
infinite depth of field. However, this infinite depth of field is insured
i
by the foregoing equations only in the plane of the object surface. If a
three-dimensional terrain model is used, there is a limit on the height of
terrain which will be within this depth of field. The following discussion
,. _-/2
_Io_ s/_
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Figure 5, _.Ln._
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analyzes the depth of field and the improvements which can be made to optimi_
focusing in the height dimension.
Nominal _t_a,, of Field
" The Equation s for the near depth of field (DN) and the far depth of field'
C%,)_,
H, S ,
_" H + Cs-F) (25)
Hs
_ " H- Ca-F)
F2
where H = h_erfoeal distance = '(f/no)
(26)
f/no. = relative aperture
C = circle of confusion
a_
Z3
o
.,=.
L
/
In conventional optics the object distance is considered constant over the
field of view of the lens, so the near and far depths of field are fixed
normal to the optical axis provided the other parameters do not change. But
in the case of oblique optics, s is constantly varying across the field, and
_and _ vary with it as a function of altitud@, depression angle and in-
stantaneous look angle. In order to evaluate the depth of field, general
equations of s as a function of appropriate parameters are needed.
From Figure # , the slant range as is given by,
as = h cscK
The ground range Rg is similarly found,
Rg - h cot
C27)
(28)
GER-12103 S/_
The object distance s iss
s=R scos
' hcos (_" - _ )
s = sins C29)
Thus the near and far depths of field can be found for a_ set of parameters.
Figures 7 through 13 are graphs relating a_ set of parameters to depth of
field. As an example, suppose the pilot has a ground range on the model of
I._O inches at an altitude of 1.0 inches. From figure 8 _ his instantanoeu
look angle is -_O °. If his vehicle's depression angle is -60 °, the object
distance (f_om figure I| ) is s = i,_i". A set of curves such as those shown
in figure 13 will give the near and far depths of field. In this case (F -
0.i0", 0 - 0.0018_"), if the pickup is operating at f/_, _ - 0.62w and
. oo. _his data implies that a_ information such as a mountainp located
as high as 0.62 inches off the model surface will be in acceptable focus
on the oblique image plane.
The usable depth of field can be found from:
])= S-_
s2 - sF
D=
H_ s-F
S_bstituting H = (f/no)C , we have
D = s2fC-s_fC , ,
F2 + sfC - FfC (30)
Figure ]A_shows & plot of the usable depth of field, D, as a function of the
object distance, s.
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Optimised Depth of Field
From Soo%ion IV_ 3pa , the far depth of field is not utilized booause
it is below the model surface. The usablo depth of field can be increased
by focusing not on the object plane, but on an imaginary plane above the
model surface (see figure [5). The usable depth of field is then optimised
when the far depth of field lies at t_ object plane or at some convenient
vertical dat_ in the oaso of a terrain modolt
De:_ine 8n _ginar 7 object surface S t such that DFI = s.
Then, from eq. (26)
}iS ! _ _
.(H,F)
S' - (H * •)'
The near depth of field is then
DNI " H + S t -F
Su_sti_mtinzeq. (31)
_' " _CH.s) *sCH+F)-FCH_,)
,,.s(H÷F)
DN' = H+ 2s -F
GZB-12103S/L
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The usable depth of field is D F' -D N,
•s(H + F) ,,
Dt " s" H+ 2s-F
2={B-, .F.),
D' = H+ 2s-F
- D'
(33)
Substituting for H, we have
2erc(.- _F)FfCD' - F2 + 2arC
Figure 16 shows a plot of the optimized usable depth of field, D; as a funotion
of the object distance, s. A comparison of figures lq ant 16 readily shows
t_a_B, _ D fo_ e_Iv_len_villeinof a.
The percent of increase in depth of field, % A D,
eral equation of percentage difference..
can be found from the gen-
DI - D
:: _ D. D x zoo (3_;)
Putting eqs. (30) ant (3)A) for D and D' into (35), ws have,
after factoring,
a D = x zoo ._, (._)-.F2 - FfC + 2sfC
Figure 1'7 shows a plot of % AD vs. s for several values of F, f, and 0. T_
percentage increase is larger for greater values of F.
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APPENDIX H,- TELEVISION SYSTEM DATA
The following is a description of the current state of the art in televisio_
systems - particularly the pickup tube area. Primary interest is directed toward
high-resolution systems. I
Table I lists some of the important characteristics of three high-resolution
!
camera systems presently available. Table II tabulates many of the important
mechanical and electrical parameters of a number of different pickup tubes.
Televisbn display monitors (black and white) to be used in conjunction with the
t
camera systems of Table I are available in 1_, 17, and 21-inch models. _hese
monitors can be used at scan rates up to 1215 lines per frame (36.45 kilo_clee)
and have video bandwidths of about 22 megacycles _+ I db. Other monitors are
available with video bandwidths of up to 30 megacycles but require modifloatlo_
to obtain the higher scan rates (1203 lines per frame).
o
Television projectors, utilizing high-intensity cathode ray tubes with SchLidt
optical systems are currently available with scan rates up to 819 lines per _ame
(24.57 kilocycles) and maximum video bandwidths of about IO megacycles. These
.projectors are not compatible with the high-resolhtion camera systems of Table I.
It is questionable if suitable Schmidt projectors for this use will ever be !
° i
built since the resolution capability of the optical system itself, as well as
the projection tube performance, becomes a limiting factor in the final display
quality. Control-layer systems such as the Eidophor or the G.E. Light-Valve
projectors provide higher resolution and very high brightness displays, although
at increased cost and equipment complexity. Light-Valve projectors have been
H-I
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produced utilizing 1029 l_!_e scan rates with 20 mc video bandwidths and have
demonstrated horizontal resolution in excess of 700 _ lines.
|
Two types of pickup tubes not listed in Table II but of interest are an all-
electrostatic image orthicon developed by G.E. and a vidicon utilizing secondary
electron conduction developed by Westinghouse. These tubes have many important
advantages (sensitivity, lag characteristics, dynamic range, etc.). However,
at the present time resolution capabilities prohibit their use in the high-
resolution television systems discussed above.
=-
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TABLE I- HIGH RESOLUTION CAMERA STSTENS
.q
-- ,, t i
Scan Bate in Lines
per Frame
Frame Rate in
Frames per Second
Interlace
Horizontal Resolution in
TV Lines
Center
Corner
Vertical Resolution in
TV Lines
Signal-to-Nolse Ra%io
Video Bandvidth
in Megacycles
Sweep Linearity
Discernable Qray
Scale Shades
Aspect Ratio
Photo'Cathode Illumiaatlon
in Foot-Cendles
I Inch Yidicon
_ste_.. ,
1029
i000
60O
7OO
36 db
25
1
i_ Inch Vidicon
, Syptea ,
30
2 :i
I000
900
32 _+ 1 db
+ 1%
m
4,3
1
3 Inch Image
Or,thicon Sys%em
1029
30
2_I
J
m
?00
m
20 + I db
2%
.O2
G_.z21o3 s/A
GE ,-1210S/%
TABLE II (Cont'd.)
FOOTNOTES
(a) N = magnetic
(b) E = Electrostatic
(c) ratio of peak to peak highlight video signal current to RMS noise
current for bandwidth of i._ me.
(d) percent of initial value of signal-output current 1/20 second after
illumination is removed.
(e) values for high voltage and high focus field strength operation of
tube
(f) values for high voltage operation of tube.
(g) FPS = focus projection and scanning mode.
U
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APPENDIX J - SURVEY RESPONDENTS' DATA
General
The information contained in this appendix was contributed by the following orga-
nizations:
Identification Source
=_
o
A
Refractive Systems
rue System
_Scanoptic Incorporated
._Photomechanisms Incorporated
4F.B. MacLaren Incorporated
Marquardt Corporation-
Pomona Division
This data was submitted to GAC for the sole purpose of supporting this study.
The first set of data (Refractive Systems) includes certain information _hich is
considered by the respondent to be proprietary, and is so identified on appro-
priate pages. GAC assumes no responsibility regarding the further dissemination
or use of this information by NASA, or by others to whom NASA may subsequently
make this information available.
Refractive Systems
A variety of optical pickup devices have been produced by a team of companies
which includes the F. B. MacLaren & Co. Inc., Photomechanisms Inc. and Scanoptic
Inc.. Table I is a listing of the optical pickup devices which have been pro-
duced by these companies :along with the required performance characteristics of
each. In some cases these pickups have surpassed specification performance
indicated.
These devices all embody the same general design shown in figure I
of which are descr£be_, in detail belowo
, the elements
J-i
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TABLE I
Characteristics of Servoed Optical Scanners produced by the team of F. B. Mac-
Laren& Co.. Inc., Photcmechanisms Incorporated, and Scanoptic Incorporated:
Field of View 50° 60° 60° 95°
Image Size 1,6" .625" 1.0" .625"
1.6"
F No. 18.9 9.5 14.5 8
24
Resolution 80
(Lin,e/,m) 56 40 55 60
Transmittance (%) 35 4o 30 35
Pupil Size (n)
Closest Approach •25" .067" ,25" .25"
FOcus Range .6" to .5" to .3" to ,375" to
A_imuth Limits Cont. +_540° Cont. Cont.
Elevation Limits 0-135 ° +_25° 0-135 ° 0-170 °
Poll Limits Cont. +90 ° Cont. Cont.
Azimuth Velocity
CMin_mm)
Elevation Velocity
(mn_)
45°/sec. 120°Isec. 20°Isec. 60°Iseco
30°/se_. 60°/sec. 20O/sec. 60°/see.
Poll Ve locity
(Minimum) 45O/sec. 150°/sec. 20°/sec. 60°/sec.
A_imuthAccelera-
tiOn (Minimum)
Elevation Accelera-
tion (Minimum)
144O/,ec.2
lh4O/sec.2
120O/sec" 2
150°/sec. 2
20°/sec. 2 60°/sec. 2
20O/sec o2 60O/sec.2
ROll Acceleration
(Minimum) 144O/sec,2 300O/seo. 2 20O/sec. 2 60O/sec. 2
Accuracy + i0' + 30' + 7.5' + I0'
J-2
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Pitch prisms - Two right-angle articulation prisms are used to simulate pitch.
The prism containing the entrance pupil is pivoted about the simulated vehicl_'s
center of rotation. Pivoting of this prism produces both pitch and roll; however,
re-rotation of the image is performed further back in the optical chain. The
second right angle prism is used to fold the optical path.
Objective lens assembl_ - this is a short focus group of lenses which form the
initial image of the system.
Axis compensation prisms - this prism assembly is used to bring the optical axis
of the system into proper alignment with the heading axis of the device.
Focusing lens assembly - The optical function of this group of lenses is to colli-
mate the r_ys from the image plane of the objective lens assembly. This assemb_
is servo controlled to focus for the range of object dist_ce required.
o
U
Correcting lens assembly - This group of lenses is symmetrical and telescopic.
Its function is to compensate for distortions of the instrument. Also, the
limiting aperture of the entire system is located at the point of s_mmetry of
this group.
Roll prism - This prism is servo controlled to rotate about the optical axis,
thus simulating roll of the final image. The motion of this prism is also coupled
with the motion of the pitch prism to compensate for image rotation introduced
by the first element.
Converging lenses - The fum tion of this group is to focus the collimated light
from the-oli prism onto the face of the photocathode.
J-4
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The entire device is positioned for lateral vehicle motions.
Closeness of _pproach _f these pickups is limited by pitch prism size, prism
housing, and the mechanical devices required to pivot the prism. For this reason
a slightly different design has been conceived to improve the pickup working
distance. This design is shown in Figure 2 , In this design the right angle
prim _nd objective lens assembly are pitched about a remoted pitch axis. This
eliminates some of the mechanical structure from the entrance pupil, the_ psr-
mitring lower approach. However, this approach would require a coordinate _raas-
formation to properl_ simulate pitch motion. The remainder of the system iS
identical to that described above.
i
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The Vusaarq S_rs_m
The Nsrquardt C_rporationp Pomona Division, has recently disclosed a real
time pickup and displsy system concept called the V'u_l,m"q. The system
utilizes the basic principle of reciprecol eccentricity previously dis-
cussed in Section Ill 3.0. Fig. 3 shews a schematic of the system. The
i
system employs special field-correction optics to increase the undisterted
field of view. A television system i8 +used as a real time link between %he
pickup and display system.
The VueMarq pickep is shown in Fig. _. I% employs a small hyperboloidal
mirrorp convex toward the model. Since the _irror's external fee_s is
below -+its convex surface a folding mirror is required to position the ad_
ditional optical cemp_nents :tara7 from the model surface. Special field
shaping _tics _e used to flatten the otherwise curved field prior to the +
pickup tube. A microscope objective is used tc enlarge the image and focus
it onto a one-inch vidicon. The entire device is ta-ansported above the model
surface for attitude and positional changes.
!
z_
The VueMarq displ_ is a virtual image system. (Fig. 51 ). It consists of
a kinescope and a special o_tical projection system for curving the field
to ce_form with the focal surface of the ellipsoidal mirror. A controlled
diffusion screen is located _at this focal surface and serves to enlarge the
display system exit pupi_ by spreading the light bundle over 10 °. This
results in a pupil enlargement from about one inch to eight inches.
The Marquardt Corporation' s VueMarq system offers advantages not available
in previous simulation devices employing the same principle. It is the first
device conceived for lmprogr_d si_lation which combines the basic prin-
cipl_ of reciprocal eccentricity _ith a closed circuit television system aa
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FIGUR_ 5_- THE V_ _T _STE_
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the link between pickup and display. The field curvature correction system
permits the use of a real time transmissive link _tween piCkup and displaY.
Since the systen requires that the optical elements in the pickup be col-
t
inear wit_ the line Joining the loci of the hy_erbolOidal mirror, vehicle
attitude is simulated by maneuvering the pickup above the model surface.
!
For exaRple_ pitch is not simulated by the rotation of prisms or mirrors
as in _ refrao_Lve 8ystans, but by the rotation of the entire pickup
device about the entrance lmP_'_',',','I. point. This @an iupose severe neahanieal
design requirements an the 8ysteL
Sinoe _ entrance pupil is n6oessaril_ inside the hyperboleidal xMrrc_,
the pick_i cannot approach the model as close_v as can a system which ha8
theentrance pupil axternal to the first optical element. The closeness
..... 7
of _proach is _ more limited in the VueMarq pickup because of the fold-
ing mirror located between the _perboloidal mirror and the model surface.
Another limitation of the VueMarq system is in the displg. The i rentl_
small exit pupil is enlarged by the controlled diffusion screen. However,
the use of such a screen results in a loss in resolution and displ_
brightness.
/
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Another system using the above reciprocal eccentricity is the Bellaraaa system
developed by the Bell Aircraft Company. This system is a progrannned device
employing film as a data link between the pickup and the display. The telTain
scene reflected frg_m the h_perbololdal mirror is imaged on the focal plane of a
i
camera. The film data is projected onto a small ellipsoidal mirror which re-
flects this data onto an ellipsoidal screen for viewing. The camera and pro-
Jector lenses have the sale focal length in order to maintain correct picture
ge_aetry. Lens settings of f/16 t0 f/22 provide th9 best compromise between
image focus and brightness. Difficulty in focusing the curved fields produced
by the system reduce the overall field of view capability in elevation to about
60 degrees.
7
1_e Opaque Projector
The Comell Aeronautical Laboratory conducted feasibility studies for using this
principle in a direct-viewing system for an automobile simulator. A single por-
trait lens placed at the external focus of the hyperboloidal mirror foeused the
image reflected by the mirror onto an elliptical screen. The model scenery ms
lccated in a light proof box and intensely illuminated.
The direct view projection system coupled with the large f/nos (f/16) in the
pickup _nd display create unreasonable requirements for illumination, and prob-
lems of cooling the models become formidable.
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One method that has been proposed for obtaining ultra wide angle (12050 360 do-
grees horizontall_) piekup and displ_y systems utilises optical scanning tech'
niques, TbJ optical pickup device consists baslcal_T of a rotatable mirror or
prlsm positioned abeT@ a scale model with its reflecting surface inclined about
_5 degrees fraa t_e plane of the modelp intermediate optics for presenting the
scem data to a TV eaera pickup tube and the cemera electronics. If the mirror
(a prism) is rotated about the optical axis _hen _be scene dA_a for the full
360 degrees horisontall_ is presented to the pickup tube for each conplete ro-
_ati_a of the mirror. A radial scan, rotating in synchronisn with the KLrror, '
in _e pickup tube can be used to read out the visual data presented to the tube.
The Video s£gnals generated by the caMra can be used to drive a TV projector
vh_h employs a radial scan synchronised with the camera. The TV displ_ is ,!
projected through appropriate opt£os to a rotat_g mirror (rotating synchronously
with the camera mirror) and then to a vide-angle eyl_udrical screen for displKy
tO an observer(e). The display thus generated is an e_act wide-angle reproduc-
tion of the visual imagery "seen w by the "scanning camera". The mirror rotati_ ....
rate _uld be 3600 rpm (60 cps) and a 2 to I interlace employed in the TV equip-
mento
The basic syste_ described above is potentially capable of providing a 360 de-
gree horizontal field of view to an observer, however it has several basic
problem areas. Mechanical design problems, physical size and instruction, asso-
ciated with a rotating mirror or prism arrangement would not allow as close an
approach to the scale model aS ea_ be achieved with other optical pickup devic_,
hence model sise for a given a_a_ rill increase and attitude motion req_dAwments
become more difficult to implement. K-2
Syn@hrc_zat£on between mechanical and electrical elements could cause problems.
Light output requirenent8 of the proJeotor are very high in order to obtain a
usable display on the soroon_
S_a_e of the art plokup tube lag chara@terietics and limiting resolution capa-
billtles (both inherent tube limitations and system video bandwldth limitations)
limit the 360 degree display resolution te a relatively low valueo
.q
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Another approach to optical scanning systems is to use a small spherical mirror
placed Just above the model surface and oriented so that a full 360 degree (hori-
zontall_) scene is continuously presented to the TV pickup camera optics. This
same effect can be accomplished by utilizing a 180 degree hemispherical lens. In
a Design Study For V F S - 2 MELPAR INC. recommended use of the latter technique
for an optical pickup system (this system viewed a transparency). This device will
be discussed briefly below:
o
L
The first optical element of the pickup device was to be a wide angle 180 degree
lens having a short focal length. This objective lens was to obtain a 360 degree
view of the terrain data directly below. This lens produces predictable image
distortions that are a furwtion of the off-axis angle! however, a flat image sur-
face (plane) can be obtained for transmission of the image through the rest of
the optical and electronic systems. The image was to be projected through a
similar 180-degree lens at the display and thus recreating true perspective.
A condensing lens was to be placed after the objective lens. A servoed focusing
lens was used to keep the image focused on a scanning prism. This prism was to be
a simple Schmidt-Pechan derotator _hich would be rotated at a constant speed of
3600 rpm, the image thus rotating at a rate of 7200 rpm. A single radial line of
fiber optic ends (600 fibers) was to be placed in the image plane with each fiber
connecting to a separate photo diode. Thus as the prism rotated, the image would
be scarned at a rate of 120 times per second. The output of each of the photo _
diode sensors was to be ampiifle_; r_qu_ing 600 amplifiers, and transmitted to
600 miniature cathode ray tube_ f6r pr0jection to the viewer. The effective video
  121o3 s/h
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bandwidth of thls system would be over 300 meagcycles even though individual ampli-
fier bandwidth would be about 650 kilocycles. This device was to have a resolu-
tion capability of 4 minutes of arc. All aircraft attitude and positional motions
were to have been simulated.
The above device would overcome some of the problems associated with 360-degree
optical scar_ing devices such as resolution and lack of rotating components close
to the model surface; however_ total sys_m complexity would present mar_ diffi-
cult problems.
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